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WELCOME TO THE CAMDEN FRINGE 2019

This is the 14th Camden
Fringe.

We can’t quite believe we’ve been
going for so long, but there it is. Over
the 14 years we’ve been working on
the Fringe there have been lots of
changes: to our lives, to Camden
itself and to the festival. We’ve seen
thousands of shows, performers and
production companies come and
go, but there have been a couple of
constants.
Since the very beginning of the
Camden Fringe in 2006 (when we
didn’t have a website and this brochure
was a double sided A5 flyer) Chris Limb
at Catmachine has been our design
and tech guru. Every year we ask
him to create an impossible dressedup pigeon and every year he does it.
Chris, we salute you for your pigeon
wrangling and keeping us online.
Martyn Donnelly has also been a part
of the Camden Fringe for as long as it
has existed and we love that, despite
a few changes to the management of
the Etcetera Theatre over the years,
Martyn has remained there to look
after all the companies, tinker with the
aircon and stop us from going mad.
On the venue side of things there
are often lots of changes - in
ethos, names and of management.
Although they haven’t been the part
of the Camden Fringe since the very
beginning (mostly because technically
they aren’t in Camden) the Hen and
Chickens team are celebrating their
20th anniversary at the venue this
summer. Congratulations Felicity,
James and Mark at Unrestricted View.

Beating that long service record
are the Plews family at Upstairs at
the Gatehouse. They’ve been atop
Highgate Hill for 21 years and we
have loved having them as part of the
Camden Fringe since 2010.
One of the new spaces for 2019 is The
Chapel Playhouse in Kings Cross,
which opened its doors in January.
Despite its shiny newness we have a
long connection to the venue through
co-manager & co-founder Velenzia
Spearpoint. Velenzia appeared at the
2nd ever Camden Fringe in Get Over
It Productions’ all female, 40 minute
version of Hamlet. She was 18 years
old at the time and has, with Get Over
It, been involved in every Camden
Fringe since. She’s like our baby! This
year as well as being a venue manager
she’s also directing My Name is Cathy
and producing Get Over It’s 13th
consecutive Camden Fringe show If
Nothing Happens by Sue Hassall.
Through our innovative line-ups, every
year of the Camden Fringe is full of
fresh ideas and discovery, and we
want you to have a look through these
pages and find your new favourite.
Michelle and Zena xx
The 2019 Camden Fringe was brought
to you by: Zena Barrie and Michelle
Flower (founders, directors and general
admin), Chris Limb at Catmachine
(web and design), Natalie Beech (press
relations) & Amber Needham (social
media). With thanks to Red 61, John
Good Ltd, London Calling, Stagedoor
App and all the fantastic venue staff.
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Paul Putner’s Embarrassment Me And Madness (The Band)

Etcetera Theatre
29 July 2.30pm

It’s the ruby anniversary of Madness and Paul Putner celebrates the
past 40 years as a lifelong fan. A story of a young, obsessive, nutty boy
who took his passion for the legendary band just one step beyond! Enjoy
heartfelt and honest tales of freaky fandom, demented dancing, dodgy
haircuts, glorious gigs and some encounters with Madness themselves.

£6.00 (concs £5.00)
spoken word

Phoenix Artist Club

S.o.S Theatre Company

365

29-31 July 8.30pm

It’s 2017, New Year’s Eve. Josh Parker, a young lad with a good heart,
was appointed the role of ‘2017’. His only job, was see the year run
smoothly, it didn’t. NY and Eve take matters into their own dirty hands
and come knocking.
365 is a piece of new writing, which explores the darkness of this world
and the consequences. The countdown has begun.

£7.50 (concs £5.00)

Big Mood

Etcetera Theatre

socially [un]acceptable

Have you ever been r*ped? You are not alone.
Through a series of autobiographical vignettes, be challenged through
stories of ‘socially acceptable’ sexual assault. This is a show that will
inspire you.
★★★★★ - Great Scott! ★★★★★ - The Advertiser
★★★★★ - Nicole Frazier ★★★★½ - The Adelaide Show
★★★★½ - Kryztoff RAW ★★★★½ - The Serenade Files

29 July-1 August 4.30pm

£11.50 (concs £8.50)
spoken word

Hen and Chickens

BLU Haul Productions

The Fields of Asphodel

The feminine form is explored through the flawed acts of seven young
women who meet after their deaths while caught in the surrealist state
of limbo. Through sharing momentous episodes from their pasts they
establish intimate bonds and examine the dualism of good and evil, joy
and suffering and try to place value on their former lives.

Paul Sweeney - Amusements Vol.1: Attraction

An hour of infinitely charming comedy exploring the laws of attraction by
Paul Sweeney, a comedian with a sharp, self-deprecating style that when
combined with his own eclectic taste and unique sensibility are sure to
make this show both entertaining and beguiling.
“Intriguing and memorable.” Chortle

Impish

theatre

29-30 July 6pm

£10.00 (concs £7.00)
theatre

The Taproom
29 July-4 August 6.30pm

£5.00
comedy

Camden Comedy Club

Impish is a stand-up comedy show about the joys and horrors of having
an overactive imagination. Are the scariest monsters really the ones on
the inside? (Or is it the ones inside them?) What is the best shape for a
mouse? These questions and more will be answered. Possibly.

29-30 July 6.30pm

£5.00
comedy

camdenfringe.com
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Jacob Hatton: Remake

The Albany

Jacob Hatton (BBC Radio 4 Extra, Soho Theatre Young Company) is
remaking your favourite stories (with no respect for the originals) in a
blistering hour of adventurous, hypnagogic stand-up.
”Endorphin milking titterfest” ★★★★ Mumble Comedy
”Attuned to the human psyche” Broadway Baby

Avanzate Idee Teatrali

The Last King of Porn

What are you willing to do to become a legend? A porn actor performing
his last record-breaking movie: a sex marathon with 100 women. The
atmosphere moves in short time from sexy to an anxiety filled thrilling
situation, where hidden interests come out. It’s an explicit drama about
sex, love, family, suicide and much more.

Jim Campbell: Beef

Jim Campbell descends from the Scottish clan who inspired one of Game
of Thrones most brutal moments.
Join him 300 years later, on a journey to inner peace via complete and
utter rage.
“No punchline is left behind” ★★★★ The List

Extreme Improv

Extreme Improv is quickly becoming one of the most talked about improv
shows on the comedy circuit. Having performed all over the world from
the United States to Japan and all over the UK, Extreme Improv is the
hilarious and innovative improv show where performers battle each other
with comedy to win the Extreme Improv Championship title!

Love Muffin Productions

Samantha Pressdee: Covered (Preview)

The only thing crazier than Sammie was the welfare state supposed to
be helping her! Getting your needs met in austerity Britain is a game of
Russian roulette. Will she beat the system?
“Excellent storytelling, very funny” ★★★★ One4Review.co.uk
“Cheeky jokes intertwined with a startlingly honest account of her
struggles” ★★★★ Bunbury Magazine

Feeling Lonely at Parties

Set in a dystopian future where people are forced to wear headphones
in order to regulate their mood, Feeling Lonely at Parties is a piece with
no words that tells 3 stories about people who try to find love when their
headphones are broken. Each story explores different aspects of love,
loneliness and mental health and how the three intertwine.
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Pipinski Productions

No One Likes Us

29-30 July 6.30pm

£5.00

Spider, a proud South London Millwall fan diagnosed
with a serious illness, is sent an East European nurse,
Jolana, to care for him.
As their relationship develops, he opens up about his
past life, his dreams and his fears, taking the audience
on an emotional rollercoaster.
Spider, superbly played by award winning actor Paul
Dewdney (Best Actor, Monaco Film Festival 2018), has
the audience recoiling, laughing and crying in equal
measure.
Nurse Jolana (the excellent Jennifer Evans) needs
the job but will her instinct to care be sufficient to
overcome Spider’s vitriol?
Audience feedback:
“The bar resembled a recovery room after the show”
“Bastard play made me cry in front of my new
girlfriend”
“Best thing I’ve seen anywhere in over a year”
“I hated him so much at first I was ready to walk out
but by the end I wanted to hug him”
No One Likes Us explores how an unequal society
sows the seeds of prejudice revealing the deep
universal humanity which binds all of us together.

comedy

Etcetera Theatre
29-30 July 6.30pm
31 July 8.30pm

£10.00 (concs £8.00)
theatre

The Bill Murray
29 July 6.45pm
30 July 9.30pm

£5.00
comedy

Hen and Chickens
29 July-3 August 7.30pm

£8.00
theatre

MFB productions

The Lion and Unicorn
comedy

2 Northdown
29 July 7pm

£5.00
comedy

£8.00 (concs £5.00)
theatre

29-31 July 7.15pm

£7.00

F**k Freud tells the poignant story of a
(concs £5.00)
young Italian actor, navigating his new life
theatre
after moving to London. In between absurd
auditions, unfulfilling part-time jobs and
convoluted relationships, it seems harder
than ever to find an identity within not only
a foreign culture, but also a world that
doesn’t always seem to make sense.
F**k Freud explores what it means to be in your twenties and the
various challenges life can present during this precious, yet difficult
period of time.
”Sometimes I wish I decided to do something else you know...
something more practical, something more normal. A university degree
like my friends.”
”And that would have been easy in your opinion?”

£5.00

29 July-1 August 7.15pm

The Water Rats

F**k Freud

29 July-1 August 7pm

Camden People’s Theatre

The Camden Fringe 2019

Monday Night Magic

Upstairs at the Gatehouse

John Lenahan returns with Upstairs at the Gatehouse’s regular Monday
Night Magic show.
Featuring an entertaining mix of comedians and magicians.

29 July 7.30pm

£15.00 (concs £13.00)
cabaret

camdenfringe.com
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Forgetting Heledd

The Camden Fringe 2019
Phil Lindsey: Here Comes
Johnny Handshakes

A raw and candid one-woman play following a fearless
young carer coming-of-age in the South Wales Valleys.
Forgetting Heledd is a brutally honest and darkly
comic account of a Welsh teenager whose dreams of
becoming a doctor are hindered by her commitments
to her mother, who has early-onset dementia.
Inspired by real-life accounts, the play highlights the
struggles of young carers but finds joy in the face of
tragedy, celebrating the endurance of an incredible
young woman caught up in circumstances beyond her
control.
Following success at the RADA Festival 2019, Hannah
Dando returns to star as Heledd in this new play
written by Rhys J Edwards and directed by Samara
Gannon.

What?! You’re not going to believe this,
but it turns out Phil is a superhero called
Johnny Handshakes. Bit of a shock to be
honest. Join him as he works out what it
all means.
“Impeccably dumb” Edfringereview.com
“A true pleasure” ThreeWeeks
As seen on BBC 3
As heard on BBC Radio 1 (The Andy Field Experience)

EUAN

We’ve lost Euan. Euan’s gone. No one can know that Euan’s gone cus
we’re sposed to be looking after Euan. And if the boss finds out then she
ain’t gonna be happy. So we gotta find Euan. Which is all fine, if anyone
actually knew what Euan was...
ChewBoy Productions’ five-star, madcap play is back, delving into what
we’d do to save our own skins.

29July, 5 August 9pm

£6.00 (concs £5.00)
theatre

Spur of The Moment

Class

Tristan Bates Theatre
29 July-3 August
7.45pm

“Working with our hands and being a bit
classy”
(concs £10.00)
Have you ever felt that your social class
theatre
has hindered you from an opportunity or
have you been stereotyped due to your
accent?
In Class you will hear stories from working
class people from all ages and ethnicity performed by Alyce LouisePotter and Kelsey Short. By using the magical words from people who
we have interviewed, talking about social class, gives us an honest
response to what they think their identity is. If you like humour and
documentary theatre, then you will love Class. We use the headphone
verbatim (or recorded delivery) performance method throughout the
play. Spoken word poetry will also be shared.

£12.00

Faye Treacy is a Work in Progress

As seen on BBC Three and heard on Radio Four, Faye Treacy is back
with a new work in progress show.
“One of the most unique performances you’ll see at the Fringe this
year... simultaneously childish, genius and inescapably memorable.”
★★★★½ ShortCom
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The Albany
29 July 7.45pm

£5.00
comedy

comedy

29-31 July 8.30pm

£8.50 (concs £7.50)
theatre

Etcetera Theatre

Concept Theatre

Naked People Waking Up

Four strangers wake up in a room with nothing but their underwear on
and no idea how they got there. With nothing but time to kill, they begin to
unpick why they’re there, and what they have to do to get out.
Naked People Waking Up is Concept Theatre’s debut performance
exploring human life, love, pain and regret under extraordinary
circumstances.

Madame Chandelier’s Rough Guide to the
Opera

29-30 July 8.30pm

£6.00 (concs £5.00)
theatre

Hen and Chickens
29 July 9pm

In a camp fusion of comedy, cabaret and opera, Madame Chandelier
guides you through her favourite opera songs. Having stolen this great
music from the grand opera house, Madame Chandelier, the joyfully
ridiculous and self-proclaimed anti-diva of opera, is tearing down the
pretence and bringing opera to the people.

£10.00 (concs £8.00)
comedy

The Water Rats

The Zebraphiles

Underfunded: Trying to Deliver

£5.00

The Lion and Unicorn

ChewBoy Productions

Camden People’s Theatre

The Albany
29-30 July, 19, 21 August
9pm

Come and laugh at the state of the country’s failing healthcare system
with us, The Zebraphiles! We’re a ragtag group of medical and dental
students who get through our degrees by mercilessly laughing at them.
Join us for a night of side-splitting sketches, songs, and videos that prove
laughter really is the best medicine.

29-31 July 9.30pm

£7.50 (concs £5.00)
comedy

camdenfringe.com
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Scatterjam

When It Happens

Tristan Bates Theatre
30 July-3 August 6.15pm
3 August 2.30pm

By Rachel Causer
“This was an awakening. This was a
(concs £10.00)
revolution. This was like eating three
Berocca with no water and letting them
theatre
bubble inside you.”
A surreal and outrageous comedy following the lives of three women on what
they thought would be a normal day of micro-aggressions and self-doubt.
Then it happens...
At 2.16pm, a strange phenomenon occurs and each woman
experiences a transformation, breaking free from the roles they’ve
been forced to play and starting a rebellion against everything and
everyone who put them there in the first place.
★★★★★ “Had me in absolute hysterics one moment and on the
edge of my seat the next” Within Her Words
★★★★ “Emotionally-astute observations and engaging
performances” Breaking The Fourth Wall

£12.00

Rabble Theatre Company

Sunday on the Rocks

What does it mean to be a good woman? What choices do we
compromise when reaching for an unreachable ideal?
Theresa Rebeck’s Sunday on the Rocks follows four flatmates as they
discover what “good” means when you live with those whose ideals
aren’t like yours. Just how difficult is it to make a moral decision in an
increasingly complex world?

Wretched Strangers

Earthbound

Four lonely souls in a mining town without a mine, left without social net
and support, share dreams and regrets with a silent witness, hoping to
regain their pride.
A tale filled with dark humour and tenderness, Earthbound, by Quebecois
playwright Carole Frechette, is a timely and strange tragedy for ordinary
folks.

Harun Musho’d: The Dark Side of Harun

30-31 July 7.30pm
4 August 5pm

£12.00 (concs £10.00)
theatre

The Cockpit
30-31 July 7pm

£10.00 (concs £7.00)
theatre

Aces and Eights

Harun Musho’d’s second solo stand-up show compares life and events in
the 70s and today. Includes terrorism, conspiracy theories, referendums,
US presidents and the dark side of management.
”Musho’d has the makings of a great comedian” ★★★★ Views from
the Gods
”A likeable and funny comic” Reviews Hub
”Provocative” Chortle
★★★★ Creek FM

30 July 7pm

Sara Barron: Enemies Closer

The Albany

2018 Edinburgh Comedy Awards Best Newcomer Nominee, Sara’s
stunning new show examines kindness, meanness, ex-boyfriends,
ex-girlfriends, current husbands, all four of her friends, and two of her
twelve enemies.
“Filthy and fearless” ★★★★ The Telegraph
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£5.00
comedy

30 July 7.45pm

£5.00
comedy
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Matt Green: Best Efforts

Camden Comedy Club

We’re all trying our best, so why is everything such a mess? Matt is trying
to make the world a better place. It’s not going entirely to plan.
“Green’s takes on the absurdity of real life make us howl with laughter
from beginning to end” ★★★★★ Views From The Gods
“A talented storyteller...leaves the audience wanting more” ★★★★
Remotegoat

30 July-1 August 8pm

£7.50 (concs £6.50)
2-3 August 8pm

£9.00 (concs £8.00)
comedy

Camden People’s Theatre

Theatre of the Wild, Beautiful and Damned

A Rock ‘n’ Roll Suicide!

Ziggy Stardust takes us on a tragical mystery tour through the life of
a nearly- was-Rockstar! Tragedy, anarchy and hilarity ensue, to a live
rocking backdrop. Does this poignant inner struggle lead to damnation or
salvation? Co-starring Lemmy, Ramones, etc.
“I love Lee, he’s dangerous and doesn’t give a f**k and I love that” Chris
Thorpe

Eastendless

£9.00
theatre

Hen and Chickens

Tony Coventry has every EastEnders episode on video (except The One
Where Alfie Can’t Find A Condom). But when he lands a bit part on the
show, his dream job soon becomes a nightmare.
A blackly comic look behind the scenes of the BBC’s top soap. Duff!
Duff! Duff!
James Holmes (Miranda) in a new play by Tim Fountain. Directed by
Mike Bradwell.

Extreme Improv: Not Another Scandal

30 July-1 August 9pm

£10.00
theatre

Camden Comedy Club

Extreme Improv continue our world tour of high energy made up
comedy madness with Not Another Scandal! The fast paced improvised
comedy show with extreme twists based on a combination of audience
suggestions and news headlines of the day. Royal babies, Brexit, Boris,
Trump, sex, scandals and football will inspire improv scenes, songs and
stories!

30 July, 12-13 August 9.30pm

£5.00
comedy

Tristan Bates Theatre

SevenArc Productions

In Limbo

In Limbo follows a group who find themselves in a holding space for
people who have taken their own lives. They are presented with one final
opportunity; to visit a loved one through a dream.
In Limbo opens up a tender conversation around suicide that promotes
compassion and communication between those struggling and those
supporting them.

Eryn Tett: Fantastic

30 July 9pm

31 July-3 August 9.15pm
3 August 2.30pm

£12.00 (concs £10.00)
theatre

The Albany

Word play, odd observations and surreal storytelling set to a charmingly
uncomfortable rhythm. A bizarre exploration of her own thoughts, Eryn
Tett (Laughing Horse New Act Finalist / @ubgecomedy host) promises
a unique, silly, stupid, ‘what is this?’, ‘oh that’s quite clever’, ‘ha boobs’,
‘don’t get that one”, relentless standup show.
“Intriguing”- Steve Bennett

31 July, 7 August 6.30pm

£5.00
comedy

camdenfringe.com
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Penelope Rawlins Productions

Marvellous Machine Theatre Company

Two strangers. One bench. One phone. One
conversation. Two confessions.
Is communication really improving in the 21st Century?
The conversations we have with strangers can be
more truthful than the ones we have with our loved
ones.
Under the watchful gaze of a pair of amorous pigeons,
a park bench proves an unlikely venue for a pivotal
meeting of minds between an elderly lady and a young
man struggling with relationship issues and embracing
his true self. Divided by a brace of generations and life
choices, the random passing strangers nonetheless
bridge the technological and misconceived divide and
prosper from each other’s wisdom, proving that good
ol’ fashioned face to face conversation and social
media need not be antagonists, and that we’re never
too old or young to learn from each other about what it
is to be human.

“I’m sick to death of this particular self. I
(concs £13.00)
want another.”
theatre
Orlando: poet, lover, adventurer. After an
encounter with a traveller woman, Orlando
is transformed forever. With original live
music, comedy and movement, join us in a joyful queer romp through
history as we travel from the court of Queen Elizabeth I to 20th
Century London, via Constantinople and the high seas.
“A masterful adaptation... a splendid piece of theatre” Daily Info
“Succeeds in teasing out provocations within Woolf’s story” Newbury
Weekly News
Audience feedback: “Witty, inspiring, moving, musically smashing”
“I’m uplifted by the whole experience - buzzing in fact!”
“Words would not have enough impact to explain how incredible the
performance was””

31 July-2 August 6.15pm

£7.50
theatre

Sikisa

I’m A Se7en - Work In Progress

From South London, Barbadian citizen Sikisa presents her work-inprogress show about being a work in progress. Being seen as a real-life
superhero by the people around her, Sikisa explores the brutal but funny
truth about her life and herself in which she justifies calling herself a
seven! The real question is, are you also a seven?

EXELIKSI

VICE

England. 2023. As civil war rages on the final days of the human race, an
amateur revolutionary group take their first hostage, whilst a disgraced
politician searches for his missing daughter. But is all what it seems? It’s
the end of the old world. And the beginning of the new...

The Business of Success

Women. Chances are you’ve met one. Statistically, at least 12% of
you are one. They’re in our streets, in our homes and since as early as
1994, our workplaces. One of them is in my clothes, right now: it’s me,
Katie Davison. And me will be doing this One (wo)Man Show about the
business of success, featuring character Vikki Maxim. As seen on BBC 3.
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Theatro Technis

Orlando by Virginia Woolf 31 July-4 August 7.30pm

Pigeons

Hen and Chickens

The Camden Fringe 2019

Camden Comedy Club
31 July-3 August 6.30pm

£5.00
comedy

Etcetera Theatre
31 July-4 August 6.30pm

£10.00 (concs £8.00)
theatre

The Bill Murray
31 July 6.45pm

£6.00 (concs £5.00)
comedy

£15.00

Dingwalls

Funny Women

2019 Funny Women Awards - Semi-Final

London Semi-Final of the Funny Women Awards featuring some of the
best new female comedy talent as they compete for a coveted place in
the Grand Final. The awards were established in 2003. Alumni include
Katherine Ryan, Zoe Lyons, Susan Calman, Kerry Godliman, Sara
Pascoe, Bridget Christie, Sarah Millican, Rachel Parris, Desiree Burch
and more.

Working Classy Women

comedy

The Albany

What do mistress of the monologue Janice Bruce McHeath, ex-model
and national treasure Joanna Lumley, Hollywood goddess Jennifer
Lawrence, community theatre director Terry, Janice’s Auntie Iris, and Kate
Tempest have in common? They’re all classy working women and they’re
all in Fiona Clift’s character comedy show.
Supported by Blind Summit Theatre

Dylan Dodds and Friends (Friends Not
Included)

31 July 7.45pm

£5.00
comedy

The Albany
31 July 9pm

Four years ago, Dylan Dodds asked himself a question. “Could he BE
any more ridiculous?” The answer, it turns out, is yes.
As he was the same age as the characters in Friends, he started
blogging about the show every fortnight. How have things changed since
the 90s? How does his life compare to Friends? And is the show still
even any good??

£5.00
comedy

The Cockpit

The SPYCE Collective

PYNEAPPLE

31 July 7.30pm

£10.00 (concs £8.00)

PYNEAPPLE is a devised piece centered around five young women
from London on their journeys of self-discovery and acceptance. Erycah,
Jasmyn, Lauryn, Maya and Raye fight against stereotypes of themselves
as black women and share their ideals and politics within the therapeutic
setting of a hair salon.

31 July-1 August 9pm

£10.00 (concs £7.00)
theatre

camdenfringe.com
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Darius Tabai:
Schrodinger’s Mum

The Bill Murray
1 August 6.45pm
3 August 5pm

Darius had everything - career, money,
family. On the Monday after his 31st
birthday things seriously unravelled and he
comedy
lost everything, forcing him to re-evaluate
what it means to be half-Iranian, divorced,
and a father. 6 years later he has learned
a lot, but things just keep unravelling for
him. Any idiot can win the lottery but losing what you’ve won takes a
true imbecile
Come and share an hour with “Masterful Storyteller” (Phil Kay) Darius
Tabai.
“Great act” Prince Abdi, BBC, Comedy Central

£5.00

Thereby Hangs A Tale Productions

10 Days That Shook The
World

2 Northdown
1-3 August 7pm

£7.50

theatre
Welcome to the Russian Revolution of
2019! Part gig, part play and part all-singing,
all-means-of-production-seizing musical. An
irreverent reinvention of John Reed’s iconic
eyewitness account of 1917 mixes protest
songs with spoken word, satire with magic tricks
and today’s most radical politics with the events of a century ago.
Russia 1917 and American writers John Reed and Louise Bryant find
themselves in Petrograd on the eve of revolution. Join them as they
rub shoulders with Trotsky and Lenin, stumble through debates and
near-death experiences and discover what they’re willing to sacrifice
for their beliefs.
For anyone who’s ever wanted to change the world. Join the
Revolution!

Jinkies

Louisa Keight: Jinkies

One-woman character comedy from a former Cambridge Footlight.
The “stitch-inducingly funny” (Varsity) Keight creates a pacy cabaret of
surreal, inspired characters, using storytelling, sketch, audio and film to
ponder the role of the unpaid artist in a capitalist society. There are also
clowns.
“An exciting, invigorating form” EdFringe Review

Creative Curve Theatre Company

Brandy

Queen Anne lays old and sick in bed, drinking brandy fortifying herself
in preparation for the meeting between herself and her childhood friend,
and adversary - Sarah Churchill. Brandy explores the characters of
two powerful women, the interpersonal politics waged in the monarch’s
bedchamber and the effect their friendship had on a nation.
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Sailing

Blued Ink

Sentenced to Silence

The trouble with talking too much is troubling to all who are troubled by
talking too much.
Cara struggles to express herself in a world where expression is vital.
In her isolated self she agonises with life, with love, and most importantly
with finding herself amidst it all. Have Cara’s oratory outbursts
condemned her to silence? Or...

Chatroom

In a virtual space of an internet chatroom, a group of restless teenagers
spend their time deconstructing anything from children’s literature, to the
mixed messages in pop music and even… suicide. When a new member
joins to share his thoughts, the conversation takes a dark turn. The group
is torn between those who want to help and those who don’t.

A Voyage Round The Second Mrs Tayto

A father and daughter show, though they will not be on stage at the same
time, as that would be weird. Helen will talk about anthropomorphised
potatoes, board games and cows. Jack will talk “the little dancing fellas”,
frustrated creativity and raging against the dying of the light.

Heartland

Canal Cafe Theatre
1-2 August 7pm

£12.00 (concs £10.00)
theatre

Heartland is an improvised comedy inspired by an audience member’s
hometown. From these memories we’ll see an entire community of
characters come to life. Expect gossip, neighborly competition, smalltown
conspiracies and big city dreams. Scenes and sketches that make us
laugh and remind us why we love, or perhaps why we left, the places
we grew up.

The Free Association’s
Comedy Room
1-3 August 7pm

£10.00 (concs £8.50)
theatre

1-3 August 7.30pm

£12.00 (concs £10.00)
theatre

1 August 8pm

£5.00
comedy

The Free Association’s
Comedy Room
1-3 August 8.30pm

£7.00 (concs £5.00)
comedy

The Lion and Unicorn

Fantastic Garlands

Up the Bunty!

theatre

The Chapel Playhouse

Jack Wheeler & Helen Sulis

Just Friends

1-2 August 7pm

£10.00 (concs £7.00)

Upstairs at the Gatehouse

UpStaged Theatre Company

31 July-3 August 9.30pm
comedy

The Cockpit

Prince struggles to find love in a village by the sea where women want “a
real man”. Determined to find the perfect woman, he goes on date after
date - until eventually, all hopes crushed, he resolves that in order to
succeed he must become somebody he is not.

Camden Comedy Club
£5.00

The Camden Fringe 2019

When tyrannical producer Harry Hepworth brings together the cast
of his once famous ‘Soaparetta’ TV show for a reunion all should go
swimmingly. But with professional rivalries, a puppet beaver and a
psychopath thrown into the mix will the show make it to opening night?
Join Fantastic Garlands for a camp romp through the time that taste
forgot…

1-4 August 8.30pm

£10.00 (concs £7.50)
theatre

camdenfringe.com
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Grid Theatre

Etcetera Theatre

Red Peter

1-6 August 8.30pm

£8.50

A stage adaptation of the short story A
(concs £6.00)
Report to An Academy by Franz Kafka.
theatre
An African ape has been captured in the
jungles of West Africa and brought back to
‘civilization’ by his European captors. To
escape a life of incarceration, he ‘evolves’
into a human being. Red Peter mimics
human habits from the crew of the ship upon which he is imprisoned,
masters human speech and eventually decides to embrace human
society rather than languish in a zoo as an ape. He even performs as
a human on the vaudeville stage.
Performed by Denzil Barnes
Directed by Chris Yun-Ward

Camden People’s Theatre

Away with the Clowns

Come Fly with Fred

Meet Fred. Tired eyes and empty pockets. But despite his lonely lifestyle
he is guaranteed to make you smile on his daily search for friendship. An
explosion of beat-boxing-break-dancing, puppetry and circus, Come Fly
with Fred was inspired by London’s homeless community and created to
shed light on the roller coaster life thousands live every day.

Stephen Catling Vs Himself & Other Monsters
Raggedy Northerner who absolutely refuses to listen to all those
warnings about monsters and abysses tries to fight his way through
hellish hordes. But at what cost will victory come? Will he be able to hold
onto his humanity?
”A barrage of silly and inventively twisted ideas, bloody funny” Dan
Antopolski
”Engaging and Otherworldly” Sam Rhodes

theatre

2 Northdown
1-3 August 9pm

£8.00 (concs £6.50)
comedy

Etcetera Theatre

The XV Theatre Company

Baby Mine

She has loved the same man for nearly twenty years. Loved him
unconditionally. She has not seen this man in nearly twenty years, but
she loves him, unconditionally. Her love is a power, a fuel, a force that
consumes her... and everyone around her.
A play about romantic hunger, sexual denials, repression and coming to
terms with our own dark desires.

I’ll Be Your Baby Tonight..?

1 August 9pm

£10.00 (concs £8.00)

2-4 August 12.30pm

£12.00 (concs £10.00)
theatre

Etcetera Theatre

I’ll Be Your Baby Tonight..? is a playfully experimental comedy gives
its audience the opportunity to play out their ultimate relationship.
A combination of clowning, stand up/confessional storytelling and
interactive ‘gameplay’
A celebration of the messier side of human nature: cock-ups, vulnerability
and all.

2-4 August 2.30pm

£10.00 (concs £8.50)
comedy

camdenfringe.com
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Prickly Pear Productions

Nanna’s Bolognese

29th July - 25th August

Three Worlds

Etcetera Theatre
£10.00

2-3 August 8.30pm

£10.00

London is one of the most diverse cities in
(concs £7.00)
the world, a place where people of different
theatre
generations, class, ethnicity, faith and
sexual orientation co-exist.
Can we be true to ourselves and peacefully
live together? What happens when we
collide?
come to one is a performance that explores these questions through
interwoven stories set in the capital.
Starting from the thoughts and feelings of the audience, the actors
build a new live show every night.
Comedy, tragedy and everything in between. Everything is created in
the here-and-now. No two shows are ever the same. This is theatre
made in the moment.

The Black Box Theatre

Improbotics

Hen and Chickens

Artificial Intelligence
Improvisation

2, 9-11 August 4.30pm
3-4 August 6pm

£9.00

Orange Skies Theatre

In Addition

Set in a near-future Britain where healthcare is privatised, a young
couple’s relationship is quietly pulled apart.
With movement and an original score, In Addition is ‘Bursting with anger
at the current political climate, but with compassion too, it is the play that
Britain needs right now.’ Mumble.
Shortlisted for Les Enfants Terribles Award 2018

Clusterfox

Clusterfox: Wake Up, Sheeple!

Improvised comedy show that takes phenomena suggested by the
audience and puts them to a panel of conspiracy theorists to expose the
dastardly schemes behind them. Colourful characters, surreal situations
and hilarity are guaranteed as the Clusterfox team reveal the shocking
truth behind YOUR crazy suspicions. Tinfoil hat advised but not required.

Camden People’s Theatre
2-3 August 7.15pm
4 August 5.30pm

£12.00 (concs £10.00)
theatre

The Taproom
2-3 August, 8pm
23-24 August 7pm

£5.00
comedy

Hen and Chickens
2-3 August 9pm

£10.00 (concs £8.00)

comedy
Improbotics is a tech-infused improv
comedy show and a live Turing test
science experiment. An actual artificial
intelligence-based chatbot is performing
in the show and tries to pass as human
as it sends lines to one of the improvisers
via an earpiece. Our impossible and hilarious challenge is to justify
physically and emotionally lines that make no sense at all. Co-created
by robotics researchers Piotr Mirowski (UK) and Kory Mathewson
(Canada) as well as by drama director Jenny Elfving (Sweden).
Featured in the New York Times, Wall Street Journal, New Scientist.
★★★★ Edmonton Fringe 2018. “I will stick with artificial stupidity”
(Colin Mochrie, Edinburgh Fringe 2017). “This could be revolutionary”
(Broadway Baby, Brighton Fringe 2018).

An accident with a time machine brings
(concs £7.00)
three very different people together in a
theatre
way no one would’ve expected. But do they
realise what they’ve got themselves into?
Arthur and Scott, an unlikely pair to work together, visit the Professor
in her lab to examine the newest release for their company “SciCorp”:
a product to store and release time. A very safe machine...in theory.
But an unthoughtful move leads the unfinished device to be used and
the three find themselves in a situation they didn’t expect.
A lighthearted comedy for science-fiction fans, families, and those
who refuse to grow up. Inspired by 2001-A Space Odyssey. Originally
shown at the Questors Theatre One Minute Past Eight in October
2018. Written by Shawn Lindsell.

camdenfringe.com

The Chapel Playhouse

come to one

2-4 August 4.30pm

Nina is a young genius and her nanna is
(concs £8.00)
her number 1 supporter. Together they
theatre
share a love of books, learning, stories and
food! When opportunity to study comes
knocking Nanna encourages her to take
it even though it would mean that Nina
would have to live far away from home. But
Nina has a trick up her sleeve - she is a genius inventor after all! She
manages to have her cake and eat it through means of a portal she’s
built, which allows her to visit home every evening and share all her
adventures with Nanna, before returning to her studies. One day Nina
gets shocking news from home which changes her outlook completely.
The truth comes crashing down and Nina is faced with a tough
question - what does it mean to succeed? She needs to decide.

You Have Absolutely No
Sense Of Time
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The Lion and Unicorn

Chaos Theory

Heavier Than Tupperware

A sketch and character comedy delight, often light, sometimes dark,
sometimes weird, always funny, with characters from Michelle, who wants
a manly man, to the strangest gameshow ever, to a Victorian gin shop.
Thrill to altercations over nibbles or lunch and gasp at a very bizarre
haunting. Neil Benson, Yasser Kayani and Olive Poppleton are back!

comedy

Camden People’s Theatre

Ghosted Ink: Arts Collective

Beige Walls and Navy Sofas

2-4 August 7pm

£8.00 (concs £6.00)

A solo-storytelling piece exploring Courtney McMahon’s childhood
memories of her mother becoming a Foster Carer.
Beige Walls and Navy Sofas sheds light on sisterhood, isolation and loss
at a young age; it investigates the relationship between Courtney and
Jess, Courtney’s first foster sibling, and delves into the perspective of a
Fostering family.

2-3 August 9pm

£8.00 (concs £6.00)
theatre

camdenfringe.com
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Gone to the Dogs Productions

Most Curious Productions

Democracy. It throws up all sorts of stuff.
Join us and watch Rox, Paper and The Scissors as
they battle to become School President but find out the
hard way that not all elections are fought fairly.
When head girl Paper is blamed for vandalising the
school’s vending machine, can she defend her position
as head of the School Council against school bully,
Rox, and disruptive class clown, The Scissors? Or
will the trolls on social media win, and oust her from
power?
You choose. You have one vote. Use it wisely.
This is a fun, fast-paced and sometimes silly show
about democracy for 8+ year olds.

What would happen if a ghost hunting
(concs £8.00)
TV crew and a pair of treasure hunters,
theatre
unaware of each other’s presence, find
themselves in the same spooky mansion in
the middle of nowhere?
A low budget TV crew are preliminary
filming with a psychic expert. The treasure
hunters are looking for shelter from a brewing storm. They both
end up in the same mansion and at the same time. Is this a spooky
coincidence? Neither pair is aware of the other. Who will get what
they are looking for? Is the mansion really haunted? Is there really
any treasure?
The play made a successful debut to sell-out audiences at Brighton
Fringe earlier this year.

The Hunters of Ghost Hall

Rox, Paper and The Scissors

When He Fell
3 August 1.30pm

£7.00
childrens

Elegy

Holy Land

The Cockpit
2-3 August 9pm

£12.00

This cutting edge and contemporary new
(concs £10.00)
work is an intimate ‘three hander’ about the
theatre
dark side of the internet.
Three stories of online escapism and revolt
are interwoven. In their signature style,
Elegy fuse multi-media, vivid new writing
and spoken word in this excavation of the
dark side of the internet and human nature.
Tim struggles to emerge from his backward hometown... Jon has just
lost his daughter... Kate is simply trying to get through the day.
Who’s accountable for what happens? How little control do we have?
How much of it can we take and is the world on fire?
Writer, Matthew Gouldesbrough was shortlisted with this play for The
Royal Court Theatre’s Introductory Writer’s group 2018.

Barely There

Join Mary O’Connell and Patrick Healy for an hour of laughs and insights
into their underwhelming lives.
Mary (NATYs Finalist; Chortle Public Vote Winner) is still angry about the
end of Lost, even though she hasn’t seen it.
Patrick (SYTYF Finalist; NATYs Finalist) is an 80 year-old man in a 20
year-old’s body (with a 12 year-old’s face).
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2 Northdown
2 August 10.30pm

£7.00 (concs £5.00)
comedy

Ugly

£10.00

3-4 August 1.30pm

£10.00 (concs £7.00)
theatre

Hen and Chickens

“Knowing that you’re ugly isn’t about what’s on the outside. That’s not
where it starts anyway.”
In our modern world of instagram filters, swipe right mentality and “pussy
grabbing” is it possible to remain detached from our own self image?
Do we even want to? This entirely female cast and crew explore what it
means to feel ugly in your own skin

Ready, Steady, Cock!

3-4, 10-11 August 3pm

£10.00 (concs £8.00)
theatre

Hen and Chickens

This is the story of two women who attend an audition call for a baking
program, but on arrival they realise they are auditioning for an erotic
show. Carmen, a naïve Spanish woman, needs the money to pay for
a treatment for her iguana. Audrey is a vegan recently divorced. Their
biggest challenge is producer Jeff, a needy man with mummy issues.

3-4 August 4.30pm

£11.00
theatre

2 Northdown

Kisco Productions

The Imagination of Walter Ray

3-4 August 5pm

The Chapel Playhouse

A God who chooses to sleep. A girl left awake.
An exploration of time, grief and mythology, When He Fell is the story of
one girl trying to survive her own memories.
This devised, physical theatre and puppetry performance incorporates
the Chinese legend of Pan Gu and the personal experience of coping
with bereavement.

The Cockpit

The Chapel Playhouse

Walter’s neural complex has shifted and his mind is plummeting into utter
insanity. Can he be helped? And what will become of him? Featuring an
eclectic cast of characters featuring Mister Fox, Mister Bunny Rabbit and
Female Cowboy Hitler. This wonderfully wacky original play promises to
make audiences laugh and cry in a rollercoaster of emotions.

3 August 6pm
4-6 August 7.30pm

£10.00 (concs £8.00)
theatre

camdenfringe.com
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Kallis Kyriacou

One Flew Over The
Kyriacou’s Nest
(Work-in-progress)

Hen and Chickens
3, 10 August 10.30pm

£9.00
comedy

Welcome inside the mind of endearing
oddity Kallis Kyriacou. The British-Greek Cypriot stand-up comedian
brings a cinematic debut hour-in-progress.
Relatable and natural in style, Kallis throws curveball after curveball with
his unbelievable stories. From encounters with European gangsters to
heroism in the face of a terror attack (a fake one, but all the same).
Growing up with a tough guy father, Kyriacou only felt truly parented by
the action films he consumed in his youth. Begging the question do films
reflect the violence in humanity? Or does humanity reflect the violence
in films?
“Kallis is a lovable misanthrope with a weird, hilarious outlook on life. A
lot of fun to watch.” Maria Shehata

Moonchild

Faeries

Two childhood friends reconnect after they return to their rural Irish
hometown to vote in the unprecedented 2015 same-sex marriage
referendum.
Moonchild return for a third year running, after five star Coelacanth and
PLUTO at 2018’s and 2017’s Camden Fringe, with a brand new play Faeries.

NOTCH

“The first time someone called me Foreign and threw a bag of salt and
vinegar chips at my head was the day I came out as Sans-Home.”
A.A. is moving from a remote Eastern European country to the promised
land of Guinness and gift shops. Everyone says she’ll do well ‘cause she
owns slacks and knows how to spell. What could go wrong?

The Cockpit
3 August 7pm

£5.00
theatre

Canal Cafe Theatre
3, 5 August 7.30pm
4 August 7pm

£12.00 (concs £10.00)
theatre

Unmasked Theatre

The Death of Ivan Ilyich

Ivan Ilych doesn’t give dying a passing thought. He’s had a nice life.
But one day, death announces itself to him and, to his huge surprise,
he is brought face to face with his own mortality. An exploration of the
life unlived, Unmasked Theatre presents a modern, highly physical
adaptation of Tolstoy’s lesser known masterpiece.

Mimmi Bauer

Mimi: The Average Sized Mermaid

Deep in the ocean lives a, well not quite little mermaid and also not a big
one-you might say she’s average sized.
Mimi: The Average Sized Mermaid is an alternative comedy which follows
Mimi on her adventures and new life experiences both on land and under
the sea.
The show explores concepts of societal norms, moral hypocrisy, and
body positivity.
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The Lion and Unicorn
4 August 3.30pm
5-6 August 7pm

£10.00 (concs £8.00)
theatre

The Phoenix Artist Club
4 August 4.30pm
5 August 10pm
6 August 8pm

£8.00 (concs £6.00)
comedy

29th July - 25th August

The Camden Fringe 2019
Cecil Sharp House

D&DF&P

D&DF&P - Piano and Dance Dialogues

Dancer/choreographer Doron Perk and pianist/composer Danielle
Friedman explore communication between music and dance. Each
performance is a new conversation with its own journey that springs from
attentive listening and connection, experienced by everyone involved.

Steve McNeil: Video Games

dance

Aces and Eights

Team captain from Dara O’Briain’s Go 8 Bit bangs on for an hour. Might
be adapted bits from his book. Might be some anecdotes about his TV
show. Might involve playing games if he’s not written enough stuff. No
idea. He’s not decided yet.
Nominated for Best New Show at Leicester Comedy Festival 2019.

Comedy Buds

4 August 5pm

£5.00
comedy

The Albany

Comedy Buds features 3 unique comedic voices from 3 very different
stoners. The Buds will engage you with funny stories, thoughts on life,
and heavy-hitting one liners.
Jake Pickford:
“Strong Material” TV Bomb
Danny Walsh:
“...the funny gags were great, but...” BBC Writersroom rejection
Pete White:
LST Not So New Comedian Of The Year 2019

Speed Dating with Jo Romero

4-6 August 6.30pm

£8.00 (concs £5.00)
comedy

Camden Comedy Club

Jo Romero’s work-in-progress show about owning nothing (bar a cat and
a vibrator), turning 50 & living the big fat menopause dream.
Belonging to no-one, childless, and searching for that special someone in
an ex-prisoners facility in the USA. Speed dating men she doesn’t like but
wants to help. Discovering love & a difficulty with looking at penises.

Tiernan Douieb - That’s Enough Now

4, 10-11 August 6.30pm

£7.00
comedy

Camden Comedy Club

Brand new gags, thoughts and general grumblings from stand-up
comedian and new parent Tiernan Douieb on trying to find the best
in people despite mostly giving up on humanity as a species. Writer
on BBC2’s Frankie Boyle’s New World Order, host of Partly Political
Broadcast podcast.
“Very friendly but fiercely political” Time Out

Holly Burn is Jane Pasty

4 August 5pm

£12.00 (concs £10.00)

4 August 8pm
5 August 6.30pm

£7.00 (concs £5.00)
comedy

The Bill Murray

Holly Burn plays opinion slinger and rent a gob bigot Jane Pasty.
Jane’s raison d’être is saying the unsayable - and she doesn’t mean
using unpronounceable foreign words!
In this show she will solve the big controversial topics of our age: Israel v
Palestine, third world hunger, free speech, toxic masculinity, immigration,
PDBF (public displays of breast feeding), what days the bins go out and
of course taking the Pig out of The Percy Pig.

4, 8 August 6.45pm

£5.00
comedy

camdenfringe.com
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Maenad Theatre

Angel

29th July - 25th August

Long Man Doing Short
Jokes, Short Man Doing
Long Jokes

The Water Rats
4-7 August 7.15pm

£7.00

A rainy day in the centre of London. An
(concs £5.00)
abandoned theatre turned rental property
theatre
plays host to one final show.
Enter Angel.
Angel crashes into London armed with
intoxicating revelry, divine inspiration
and a terrifying agenda. Her band of
followers know her as a revolutionary - a liberator of the young. The
unsuspecting tenants of the unusual property she ransacks aren’t
quite so sure, and when their landlord shows up at Angel’s invitation,
everything hurtles towards an inevitable, horrifying climax.
“You abandoned us and we came for you. Simple as that.”
Angel is a tragedy of Ancient proportions, flung kicking and screaming
into the modern day.

One Woman Show:
Work in Progress (Work in Progress)

Liz Kingsman, one third of Massive Dad (“Properly hilarious” ★★★★
Scotsman), debuts a “searingly honest” “one woman” “show”. Combining
physical theatre, spoken word, spoken words, drums, things that sound
like drums, a thumping soundtrack and tennis lessons. So unflinching
you’ll be begging for a flinch.
As seen on TV’s Borderline and Timewasters.

Pravda Theatre

Grief Encounter

A cheery look at that which we all fear, death. Two friends, united by loss,
changed by their grief. Using verbatim, storytelling and poetry here is a
guide to dealing with death and the loss of those we love. Littered with
pop culture and cinematic references, this piece takes on a story too
taboo to be told but too familiar to be forgotten.

Alphamum Productions Ltd

Little Boxes

“Don’t stack me away in little boxes to collect dust!”. Laugh and cry as
Joann Condon (Little Britain, The Office, Edge of Heaven, Cradle to
Grave) presents Little Boxes.
“My new one woman show lifts the lid on all the little boxes that are
created for us: Mum, woman, actor, writer, comic, cook, cleaner... who
am I... and who are you... really?”

Isabelle Farah: Ellipsis

The nature of stand up is to turn your life into punchlines. But how can
you be funny when all you’re feeling is all-consuming sadness? How
long can you hide what you really feel on stage? Does numbing the pain
equate processing it? Isabelle explores the public and private faces of
grief as a performer and general human.
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Camden People’s Theatre
4 August 7.15pm

£7.00 (concs £5.00)
comedy

Moors Bar Theatre
4-5 August 7.30pm

£10.00 (concs £7.00)
theatre

Hen and Chickens
4-6 August 7.30pm

£10.00
comedy

The Albany
4 August 7.45pm

£9.00 (concs £7.00)
comedy

The Camden Fringe 2019
Camden Comedy Club
4-5 August 9.30pm

£5.00
comedy

One liner specialist and long man Josh
Massen goes head to head with storyteller
short man Phil Green. Whatever your
comedy taste, see these two quirky
oddballs deliver something for everyone.
A stand-up showcase featuring purveyor of one liners and ‘Long
Man’ Josh Massen and storyteller and ‘Short Man’ Phil Green. With
their different styles and surreal minds they get their comedic claws
stuck into the big issues of anxiety, identity, family dysfunction,
unemployment and Paddington Bear.
See Phil try to disassociate himself from other (better known) Phil
Greens and hear how Josh badly navigates from one awkward life
situation to the next.

The Chapel Playhouse

1974 productions

All The Bens

Ben likes Al, but Al says he’s straight and isn’t keen on being stalked by a
weird guy he’s just met off the internet.
Al likes Henry, but not in THAT way. Besides, Al has other things to worry
about, like his girlfriend. And life.
Henry like numbers, especially the number 7.
When Ben meets Al, and Al meets Henry. That’s when everything
changes.

Dannie Grufferty:
How Brexit sent us all slightly mad

£10.00
theatre

The Albany
4-7 August 9pm

Dannie (Hackney Empire finalist, Writer BBC News Quiz) presents a
stand-up show interspersed with footage of the bizarre world of the Brexit
debate. Fun for Leavers, Remainers or those who think a show about
Brexit sounds like hell.
“Intelligent, dark and funny with it” The Stand
“A lot to offer. Same ballpark as Bridget Christie” Chortle.

£5.00
comedy

The Water Rats

The Iain Duncan Smiths

Eurosceptic Song Contest

A Eurovision for Brexit, presented by The Iain Duncan Smiths - featuring
intimate performances from Snoop Mogg, Borissey, Farage Against
the Machine, Corbzy, Maydiohead, David Davis Bowie, Otis Grayling,
EU-Tang Clan and a whole host of others. Then you’ll get your chance to
vote for the winning act!

4-7 August 9.30pm

£5.00
comedy

Archway Methodist Church

Snaggletooth productions

No Water In The Jungle

4 August 8.30pm

Written by Ifeoma Onyefulu and directed by Lizeth Ramirez.
There is a water shortage in the jungle, and sadly some animals are not
sharing.
What’s more, Dog is desperate for some drinking water, Hippopotamus
misses her relaxing swim in the pond, Elephant, her mud baths, Lion
longs for a good wash of his mane. How will they find water?

5-11 August 2.30pm

£6.00
childrens

camdenfringe.com
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Alive and Brel

29th July - 25th August

YOHURA

Etcetera Theatre
£10.00

Boogie Nights

The ultimate 70’s pop musical! Featuring disco classics such as YMCA,
Disco Inferno, Car Wash and I Will Survive... it will have you singing
and dancing in your seat! This show follows the turbulent relationship
between unlucky in love Debs and wannabe rock star Roddy. Cheating
lovers, big dreams and alcohol fuelled nights full of disco and drama!

Rap History of the World

A quick summary of everything ever: The Big Bang, formation of matter,
energy, life, evolution, civilization, science, industry, empire, war,
economics, modernity and all that.
The Rap History of the World features 80 academically-rich syncopated
rhyming verses interspersed with light, chirpsy banter over 45-60 mins
that will get you all clued-up.

The Bareback Kings

The Bareback Kings are a drag-king comedy group. These lads take on
the issues of our age: gender, politics, Deliveroo, you name it. Featuring
improv, sketches, and lip syncing (obvs). Expect rude, crude and
sometimes heartfelt comedy that proves that, in these difficult times, it’s
still ok to be a lad.
“Genuinely hilarious” Sunday Times

The Land Of Her

In this double bill, choreographers Natasha Sturgis and Ivy Lamont
explore the worlds obsession with beauty.
Ivy fuses elements of physical comedy with theatre and dance to
illuminate upon distortions in humanity whilst Natasha collaborates with
animation artist Stephanie Balchin to reflect upon the aesthetics of the
female body in dance.
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The London Irish Centre
5, 12, 16 August 6.45pm

£7.50 (concs £5.00)
spoken word

Camden People’s Theatre
5 August 7.15pm

£10.00
dance

5-10 August 7.45pm

£12.00

Why I can smile... and bumble while I
(concs £10.00)
smile.
theatre
The story of Boris Johnson as a
Shakespearean tragicomedy, Boris Rex
follows its perfidious anti-hero from the
boorish days of Oxford University, right
through to a blood-soaked General Election, to spin a murky tale of
ambition, back-stabbing and ultimately.. a national catastrophe.
Borrowing elements from both Julius Caesar and Richard III, the play
fuses original verse with newly-penned pentameters, spoken word,
comedy and rap and a stylistic aesthetic somewhere between greek
tragedy and dreadful clown. It follows on from Charlie Dupré’s 2017
Edinburgh Fringe hit, Macblair (The Scotsman’s Top 6 hot picks for
political shows ‘17).
Directed by Alexandra Spencer-Jones.

theatre

comedy

Tristan Bates Theatre

Boris Rex

£12.00 (concs £10.00)

£6.00 (concs £5.00)

£10.00

Falling Sparrow

5-10 August 7.30pm
11 August 5pm

5-6 August 7pm

5-6 August 7pm

Toi, La Maladie paints the intimate,
(concs £7.00)
voyeuristic portrait of a love that courses
dance
through the body like an illness. It wages
war with the psyche before it steals
furtively away, leaving you aching and
shivering in its wake. It permeates every vein and muscle, dissolving
almost into a fever dream onstage.
Ren Datura and Yohan Durand have fused their individual
performance styles - neo-burlesque and diabolo - with contemporary
dance and poetry to tell the story of their tumultuous transatlantic
history together. Brutal and virulent, tender and ravenous - Toi, La
Maladie is a haunting symbiosis of human geometry and human
emotion.
Doors - 6:30pm, Show - 7pm. No latecomers admitted.
Show is 30 mins, followed by a 15 min Q&A with Ren and Yohan.

Upstairs at the Gatehouse

The Taproom

The Cockpit

Toi, La Maladie

5-6 August 6.30pm

The finest songs from the master of the
modern chanson, Jacques Brel, come to
(concs £8.00)
life when this trio of singers perform their
music
revue, Alive and Brel. Brel’s music, famed
for its emotional power and ironic wit, has
been recorded by stars ranging from Frank
Sinatra and Dusty Springfield to David
Bowie and Marc Almond.
The show features iconic hits such as If You Go Away/Ne me quitte
pas, Jacky and Amsterdam. Brel’s songs, laced with dark and
passionate observations which paint a tableau of imperfect humanity,
are guaranteed to bring a smile to your lips or a tear to your eye. Alive
and Brel was praised by Stagetalk Magazine as “a surprise package.
The blending of the voices was particularly pleasing and gave the
performance originality.”

J R Theatre

The Camden Fringe 2019

The Overwhelming Weight of Happiness

The Albany

What is happiness? What happens when we consciously go looking
for it... do we fail or succeed? Join us on a hilarious journey of bizarre
characters, relatable comedy and strange truths. Which follows the life
of Brendan on his quest to find happiness in a world that seems to offer
nothing but absurdity and disappointment.

£5.00
comedy

Camden Comedy Club

R.E.O productions

Meryl O’Rourke - Vanilla

5-7 August 7.45pm

The BBC writer questions what her kids are being sold, and if any of it
makes sense.
Her daughter tobogganing into puberty and the menopause coursing
through her veins, Meryl looks back on sexy times 90s style & compares
them with this age of pop, porn & popcorn; where consent is a hashtag &
feminism a t-shirt.
★★★★★ “Perfect” British Comedy Guide

5, 25 August 8pm

£6.00 (concs £5.00)
comedy

camdenfringe.com
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Discord of Discourse

Tristan Bates Theatre
5-10 August 9.15pm

A love story between art and science;
Across the seemingly different universes
(concs £10.00)
of linguistic anthropology and a quantum
theatre
physics, Jean and Jean attempt to build
a relationship. But will two people whose
lives have their foundations in very different
worlds be able to summon mutual empathy
and understanding enough to make it
work?
“Original, thought-provoking and intelligent contemporary
performance... a creative and inextricably connected performance.
Thought-provoking and introspective throughout, with captivating
performances from both Kristina Pakhomova and Alexander Zorn.”
★★★★ HKELD
Written & Directed by Khairul Kamsani
Produced by Khairul Kamsani in association with KrisP. Production

£12.00

Last Fleet Theatre

Is This The End For
Captain Space?

Tristan Bates Theatre
6-10 August 6.15pm
10 August 2.30pm

£12.00

Captain Space has always compared
(concs £10.00)
herself to the likes of earth legends Han
theatre
Solo and Captain Kirk, only much cooler.
She has spent her life traversing the
galaxy, righting wrongs and having high concept adventures.
But when she finds herself in danger, she is forced to ask: “Is this
the end for me (Captain Space)?” With only the ship’s computer for
company, Captain Space faces her greatest challenge yet! Will she
be content with all those unsaid goodbyes, unresolved arguments and
loves still lost?
An intimate two-hander exploring love, loss and loneliness in a
science-fiction world. With audience interaction, genre humour and
of course a cardboard spaceship, we look to create a fun, energetic
piece of drama, full of comedy and heart.

Keys - the ups and downs of an ordinary life

In this funny, nostalgic, play Mike reflects on his life and the significance
of the keys in his pocket.
Charting his life story from small child to school boy to adulthood, Mike
tells of his ups & downs introducing a host of characters along the way.
Audiences told us: “Intimate, honest performance with humour & pathos”,
“Witty & pacey”.

Anthony Jeannot - I Want To Buy A House

From dating doomsday preppers to midlife crisis, come along for a
hilarious hour of existential angst.
“Grim, sharp, hilarious, and a great Fringe debut” ★★★★ ShortCom
“Narrative comedy of the highest calibre” ★★★★½ We Know
Melbourne
“It’s really hard not to adore Jeannot” ★★★★ Bunbury Publishing
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The Lion and Unicorn
5-6 August 8.30pm

£10.00 (concs £7.00)
theatre

Canal Cafe Theatre
5-7 August 9.30pm

£10.00 (concs £8.00)
comedy

29th July - 25th August

The Camden Fringe 2019
Anita Luna: The Diva

Hen and Chickens
6 August 6pm
7 August 7.30pm
8 August 9pm

The diva with super powers. Laughter and
Tears. Live through her transformation from
vulnerable tomboy, who everyone made
fun of, to becoming the greatest diva of all
time. A story about inner conflict, fighting to
fit in and even not to, trapped in a world of
theatre
stereotypes.
In choosing to be different and becoming
her alter-ego, Anita Luna the Divine Feminine, she saves herself,
maintaining her authenticity, and in turn hopes to encourage others to
embrace one’s spiritual concoction of being both divine and human.
Anita Luna shares her vulnerability with irony on stage, baring her
emotions and soul.
A one-woman show that’s a unique mix of theatre, clown, dance,
singing, tragedy and comedy
Starring: Anita Giovannini. Directions: Jango Edwards.

£10.00

The Indecent Musings Of
Miss Doncaster 2007

Camden People’s
Theatre
6-10 August 7.15pm

Meet Miss Donny,
Life hasn’t quite turned out the way she
(concs £10.00)
thought it would when she accepted her
theatre
sash and crown in Trilogy nightclub back
in 2007.
No-one goes out any more, Tinder is shit, much to her disappointment
she’s just been promoted and she’s pretty sure her dad is dying.
Things couldn’t get much worse. Until she sits on a cactus...
naked.
With a banging sound track, spoken word and dance, this one woman
comedy tells a bold, honest and triumphant story of how we numb,
thrive and survive life when all the odds are stacked against us.
Miss Donny is the most relatable beauty queen this side of the
Pennines.

£12.00

Surfing the Holyland

Canal Cafe Theatre
6-8 August 7.30pm

“Oh, we have sharks here, but they’re not
in the water.”
(concs £10.00)
Heather is allergic to politics, religion and
theatre
exercise. So what happens when she and
her husband Zach leave Ohio for Israel?
She takes up surfing.
Abandoned by a newly God-obsessed
Zach, she must navigate a land teeming
with hipsters, zealots, hostile neighbours and one sexy surf teacher.
Erin Hunter is an actor-writer from LA and 1/2 of acclaimed comedy
duo Hunt the Vigan, creators of viral video “Boobies in a Box”.
Surfing the Holyland is Erin’s debut one-woman show about surviving
the mad Middle East. Told as a series of surf lessons, it combines
quirky storytelling, sharp observational comedy and some plucky
tunes on the ukulele.
Directed by Adam Lenson. Supported by JW3.

£12.00

camdenfringe.com
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Joshua Robertson: Relax, It’s Just a Joke

Camden Comedy Club

Relax, It’s Just a Joke is an hour show that is edgy and sometimes
uncomfortable with humour, some great one liners and personal funny
stories thrown in! I talk about my disability and how much it has helped
my life.
I found my disability enables me to get away with everything and
anything!
Relax, It’s Just a Joke is what comedy is all about.

6-8 August 8pm

£5.00
comedy

The Monkey House

Fourth Monkey Actor Training Company

Valhalla

Let Loki, Thor, Odin and Hel guide you through a unique site-specific
storytelling experience. Discover fortune tellers, giant spiders, an army of
Valkyrie warriors and a witch who has built a nest in the roof…
Created by Fourth Monkey’s Two Year Rep programme students and
directed by award winning director Rich Rusk.

6-11, 15-18, 21-24 August
8.30pm, 9.10pm, 9.30pm
9.50pm, 10.10pm

£12.00 (concs £10.00)
theatre

Where is Ban Ki-moon?

Camden People’s Theatre

After a devastating event, a young man tries to piece together what
makes a person happy. A blackly comic, relentlessly honest and brutally
energetic examination of grief, suicide and how we talk to each other,
featuring physical theatre, spoken word poetry and unhinged stand-up
comedy.

The Rat Pack Productions Ltd

Nathan Cassidy: Observational (work in progress)
Award-winning comedian Cassidy’s new show about his crazy year. He
joined a gym and a big, strong man changed his life forever.
“Smart, relentlessly laugh out loud… hilarious.” Edin Eve News 2018
“Stormingly good. Intelligent, funny, bang on point.” Kate Copstick 2018
Malcolm Hardee Award Nominee, Best Show Buxton Fringe Winner
nathancassidy.com

6-10 August 9pm

£10.00
theatre

Camden Comedy Club
6-7 August 9.30pm

£5.00
comedy

Moors Bar Theatre

Plan Z Theatre

[title of show]

Jeff, Heidi, Hunter, and Susan write a musical about Jeff, Heidi, Hunter,
and Susan writing a musical. Is it a totally ridiculous idea? Will anyone
like it? Could it be on Broadway one day...

7-10 August 7pm
9-10 August 2pm

£12.00 (concs £10.00)
theatre

Jim Clapp: Magnum Opus

The Lion and Unicorn

Jim Clapp’s latest show Magnum Opus is coming to the Camden Fringe.
It’s opening night. But the actors have pulled out last minute and the set
is scattered across the M4. Jim put everything into this show and with his
old contacts dead, or ignoring him, this is his last chance. The show must
go on. With the help of you, the audience.

7 August 8pm
10-11 August 5pm

£10.00 (concs £8.00)
comedy

camdenfringe.com
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New Room Theatre

Scenic Reality

29th July - 25th August

Alpha Who?

Hen and Chickens
7-11 August 6pm

What does it mean to be a man today?
Every week 84 men take their own lives in the UK.
We’re struggling to define masculinity in today’s
modern society, which expects men to be able
to share their feelings and be vulnerable after
generations of masculine repression. But how do we
share? If we’re to heal wounds that men hold within
themselves, we must first explore how to engage with
the feminine within.
Part theatre, part dance and part visual art installation,
Alpha Who? is a solo piece that plays with language,
and fuses modern dance with physical theatre.
With scenography by painter Saverio Tonoli visually
celebrating the purity of stage in support to the
narrative, Alpha Who? is a performance that takes you
on a personal journey to battle the cultural pressures
to conform. You’ll meet Truthful Self, Control Freak,
Laid Back Guy, Invasive Avoider and Child as we
explore what other Beings live inside us.
Can men be both masculine and feminine?
Can you be something more?

£8.00

Four friends leave school with uncertain
futures. One of them, A* student and
theatre
non-binary auteur Damien Blake, wants
to create something important. Film is
their medium; immediate and open to
manipulation. Set against a background
of increasing societal pressures, rising
university fees and what can be seen as a youth mental health crisis,
Damien’s obsession with exploring what reality actually is starts to put
a strain on their relationships.
“For all its moments of topical bite - gender fluidity, millennial
expectations - J. B. Pichelski’s new work is a tightly scripted drama
about being accepted by your peers and finding your place in the
world.” - Paul O’Leary: Producer (Other People’s Money, Southwark
Playhouse)

Dolls in Amber

Villain, Interrupted

Etcetera Theatre
7-8 August 6.30pm

£10.00

Meet Gina, a therapist working in a prison
(concs £8.00)
for super-villains - determined to turn every
last one of them into a Hero. Things don’t
go exactly to plan…
(concs £10.00)
In a new play exploring redemption,
theatre
rehabilitation and the nature of evil (but
funny), Gina plunges into the prison system
for powered people and is forced to question everything she believes
in. Her charges include King Cobra; a venomous female drug baron,
Lady Injustice; two teens fused into one body, and Ink Lord; able
to bring art to life and angry enough to burn the world down. From
Daddy issues (therapy staple) to toxic masculinity, Gina grapples with
problems she’s ill-equipped to face. Will they see the error of their
ways? Or is the error Gina’s, in thinking they’re redeemable?

9-11 August 6.30pm

£12.00

Fourth Monkey Actor Training Company

909 - Fourth Monkey Cult Season

It was the largest single loss of American civil life in a deliberate act
until the terror attacks of September 11 2001. In November 1978, 909
followers of the People’s Temple, under the direction of cult leader, Jim
Jones, committed suicide by drinking Kool-Aid laced with cyanide. What
led these individuals to follow Jones to the edge?

Fourth Monkey Actor Training Company

Sannyas - Fourth Monkey Cult Season

Joan floats through life ignored and under-appreciated. She is
malcontent, and wants to feel something. A chance encounter leads
her to the Sannyas, a group of individuals in pursuit of spiritual
enlightenment. Invigorated by their quest for an ascetic life, Joan
escapes domesticity and starts her journey towards becoming a whole
new person.
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The Monkey House
7-11 August 6.45pm
15, 17, 21, 23, 25 August 5.15pm

£12.00 (concs £10.00)
theatre

The Monkey House
7, 9, 11, 22, 24 August 5.15pm
14-18, August 6.45pm

£12.00 (concs £10.00)
theatre

The Camden Fringe 2019

The Cockpit
7-9 August 7pm

£15.00 (concs £12.00)
theatre

Drag What?!

The Phoenix Artist Club

Drag What?! Is an eclectic collective of 11 fabulous draglings shattering
drag’s binary - there is no ‘correct gender’ in drag (or out!).
Variety in its true sense from the graduates of The Art of Drag
course run by Michael Twaits at the Royal Vauxhall Tavern.

Josh James: Jamesy

7 August 7pm

£8.00 (concs £5.00)
cabaret

2 Northdown

A solo show from one of the UK comedy circuits most promising up and
coming club comedians. Josh James unapologetically calls it like he
sees it as he reflects on his upbringing in Essex amongst a fame hungry
generation who are hell bent on money & power, whilst covering deeper
topics such as masculinity, success and laughing through the pain.

Paul Duncan McGarrity: A Practical Guide to
Villainy

Work in progress.
Paul is tall, white, British and has a mustache - basically the perfect
villain. But how did the Brits become the worlds nemesis? Are comedians
just lazy dictators? Would the world benefit from a few more proper
villains in it?

7-8 August 7pm

£7.00 (concs £5.00)
comedy

Aces and Eights
7-9 August 7pm

£5.00
comedy

camdenfringe.com
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29th July - 25th August

Nicholas De Santo

Fun with Flags; the Informative
Right-wing Comedy

29th July - 25th August

Tara Lake/Lawnmower Media

2 Northdown

I Know It Was The Blood:

7-9 August 9pm

£5.00

The Totally True Adventures of a Newfangled Black Woman

comedy
Nicholas De Santo claims to be the only
Italian-Iranian comic in the world! Now also
a naturalised Brit, in his stand up comedy he uses his knowledge of
world flags (every single one of them!) and foreign languages to prove
Brexiteers can be fun, knowledgeable and cosmopolitan!
Throughout this show, among other things, you will also learn why
Italian proverbs are always the most effective, why the British have
no business making fun of the French, and why they have been doing
their Mediterranean holidays wrong!
New Act of the Year (NATYS) finalist; So You Think You’re Funny
semi-finalist
“An unapologetic right-winger” Evening Standard
“Hilariously conservative, like Abe Lincoln, and just as mind blowing”
- Scott Capurro

JustOut Theatre

White Nurse

Have you ever wanted to fall out of love with someone? After battling
with her boyfriend Joe, Layla takes the plunge and visits LARC, a
rehabilitation centre with a difference. Join Layla on her first steps to
recovery, battling with Nurses and inner demons. An empowering tale of
the blurred lines of love, addiction, hate and all things in between.

Mike Dusting & Barra MacConmara:
Mehpocalypse

theatre

camdenfringe.com

£10.00 (concs £8.00)

Karoshi

Aces and Eights

Etcetera Theatre

Across the globe, the sixties were a time of liberty, free love and open
expression. Down in rural Costa Rica, the commune of the Children
of God balance their own interpretation of ‘freedom’ with religious
expression. Their leader, David Berg keeps a watchful eye on his
disciples from afar, expectantly welcoming the end of the world...

8-11 August 7.30pm

7-9 August 8.30pm

Siân Docksey: Canary (Work-in-progress)

Witness - Fourth Monkey Cult Season

The London Irish Centre
theatre

£7.00 (concs £5.00)

Fourth Monkey Actor Training Company
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7-11 August 7pm

A comedy show about love, owls and the end of the world.
Comedians Mike Dusting and Barra MacConmara return with their show
Mehpocalypse from its recent sold out performance at The Nursery
Theatre, London. A night of storytelling and musical comedy.
Mike - Rising Star New Act of the Year Finalist 2019
Barra - Max Turner Prize Finalist 2019.

Child-turned-retired child Siân Docksey tells you everything she’s had to
explain to her parents. A new stand-up show about being a terrible oldest
sibling, queerness, and Cher.
Featured in The Telegraph’s Funniest One-Liners of the Edinburgh Fringe
2017.
★★★★ “Joy and bewilderment in equal measure” The Skinny
★★★★ Funny Women
★★★★ Mumble Comedy

After racking up wins on its U.S. Tour, I Know It
Was The Blood: The Totally True Adventures of a
Newfangled Black Woman makes its U.K. Premiere!
Actress, soprano, and storyteller Tara Lake takes
audiences on a journey into the world of AfricanAmerican Jersey girlhood in the 1980s-1990s - a
world steeped in family Sundays, church conventions,
and extravagant reunions, weddings, and funerals.
In a story of triumph tinged with bits of heartache,
a scrappy girl-child navigates a changing world and
finds the courage to live life on her own terms. It’s
an unforgettable sojourn embracing southern roots,
gospel rhythms, and queer identity, in which one
family-love conquers all. Join us for a compelling
performance of soul-rich theatre, storytelling, song,
and poetry! Suitable for ages 13+.
U.K. Premiere
Artists’ Choice Award, Chicago Fringe Festival
Rochester (NY) Fringe Festival “Best Bet” Rochester
Democrat & Chronicle
“Not To Miss at Charm City Fringe” Baltimore Magazine

The Lion and Unicorn
£8.00 (concs £7.00)

The Camden Fringe 2019

Etcetera Theatre
8-11 August 4.30pm

Seventy percent of us hate our jobs. Is
it any wonder, with pointless jargon to
(concs £5.00)
contend with (Key Performance Indicators,
theatre
anyone?), and even more pointless
employee perks? A stapler isn’t a perk! And
as for bosses, where do we start?
Karoshi is Japanese for ‘death by
overwork’ - literally. But what about the
little deaths we all experience every time we clock in? In this hilarious,
fact-filled hour, tired ex-middle manager, Mel Byron, pokes fun at the
absurdities that drove her to head for the door.
Aimed at anyone who’s ever had a job, this is surely the most relatable
show you’ve ever seen.
Praise for Mel Byron - “May just make your day” The Scotsman

£7.50

comedy

7-8 August 8.30pm

£6.00 (concs £5.00)
9-10 August 8.30pm

£8.00 (concs £7.00)
comedy

The Monkey House
8, 10, 14, 16, 18 August 5.15pm
21-25 August 6.45pm

£12.00 (concs £10.00)

Stupid Cupid

Hen and Chickens

Ever feel confused about Love? Where to find it and how to keep it?
Do you think you touch yourself too often? Meet Cupid in Training, as
she tests the waters with her flashy love skills: side affects may cause
feelings of lust, unwelcome singing, inaccurate nostalgia and something
we call “neighbour fingers”...

8-10 August 7.30pm

£10.00
theatre

theatre

camdenfringe.com
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Dan Kelly: How I Came Third in the North
Korean Marathon

What happens when you try to run 26 miles in the most secretive nation
on earth? What happens when you run out of flapjacks the night before
the big race? What happens when you hit the wall in front of 50,000
people? In April 2018 I finished third in the North Korean Marathon. This
is the story of how. It’s about running, North Korea, and BBQ clams.

HiddenViewz Productions

Down There: In the Mind of the Conscious

A vibrant and unapologetic exploration of black stereotypes and black
love. Conveniently set in a University, the characters undergo journeys
of self-love, self-discovery and awareness of their position in the wider
world.
A beautiful blend of comedy and social commentary in a powerful but
sensitive piece of theatre.

Titz Up!

Titz Up! is a sketch comedy girl band here to serve you a hilarious hot
mess of singing, dancing and laughter. This group of women is flipping
the classic sexy girl band on its head to create this weird and wacky
show where we will prove to you once and for all that a women are in
fact - hilarious.

29th July - 25th August

Howlin Entertainment

The Free Association’s
Comedy Room

Goodbye:
The (After) Life of Cook & Moore

8-11 August 8.30pm

£5.00

March 27 2002. Dudley Moore dies and finds himself
in a bar... this must be heaven? Not quite!
This bizarre bar is in a comedian’s limbo run by his old
partner Peter Cook, and they face divine judgment for
“Derek & Clive”.
Not the best of friends in life, the scene is set for
showdown as Peter & Dudley have to resolve their
differences, confront their past and face their future
in Heaven or Hell. Along the way in this darkly surreal
comic fantasy, they are visited by other dead comics
whose lives they influenced for good or bad, including
Peter Sellers, Tony Hancock, Kenneth Williams and
Frankie Howerd.
Some 40 years after Pete and Dud first hit the public
consciousness, Cook and Moore are still a much
loved, fondly remembered comedy duo, who paved
the way for younger generations of comedy talent.
Goodbye offers audiences a nostalgic peek into the
afterlife of the iconic pair, with plenty of laughs, and a
host of celebrity characters .

comedy

The Lion and Unicorn
8-9 August 8.30pm

£10.00 (concs £8.00)
theatre

The Chapel Playhouse
8 August 9pm

£5.00
comedy

Dingwalls
9-10, 16-17, 23 August 7pm

£15.00
comedy

Steve Hili: The Sexy Environmentalist

Steve Hili knows the world is screwed. He also enjoys getting it on.
Now he is bringing the worlds of environmentalism and being horny
together in a high-octane hour as he attempts to save the planet(ish),
whilst also making knob jokes.
“Sterling Work” The Guardian
“Perfect” ★★★★★ VoiceMag.uk
“Had the audience in stitches” Number 9 reviews

Regretxit

When Ukrainian sex hunk, Artem, thrusts his way into my life, my past
political indifference catches up to me. Britain and Europe’s relationship
is hanging by a thread, and Artem might end up as collateral.
Regretxit is a breakneck ridiculous solo show about Brexit, star-crossed
lovers and irrepressible fantasies. Will the HMS Brexit stay afloat?

Get Over It Productions

If Nothing Happens by Sue Hassall

Returning for an unprecedented 13th time, GOI proudly present this
tragic-comic two-hander. A premonition, a homecoming, a cautionary
tale from the past into a very uncertain future; the play takes us on a
darkly humoured journey through the fractured, idiosyncratic relationship
between feisty widow Gloria Ramsbottom and her beloved son Noblet.
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A-Z of Sex, Drugs & PR:
Frank Sinistra

Camden Comedy Club
8-11 August 9.30pm

Etcetera Theatre
9-11 August 2.30pm

£10.00 (concs £8.00)
theatre

£10.00 (concs £9.00)
theatre

9-10 August 7.30pm

£8.00

comedy

9 August 8.45pm
10 August 5pm

The London Irish
Centre

Award-winning Pieter Egriega is Frank Sinistra,
ex-tabloid reporter who’s waiting for his wife’s
return from a girls’ night out with hairdresser,
(concs £6.00)
Roger Paul. Whilst conducting his PR business,
music
Frank sings saloon songs and dishes the dirt
on celebs. He is brilliantly accompanied by
pianist Charles Ormrod, formerly La Widdicombe’s stud-muffin.
“Genius - one of the great people in Manchester who never got
anywhere” (Mark E. Smith - The Fall)
2014 National Winner - Creative Arts Stroke Association
2016 Buxton Fringe - Best Small Music Group
”Hugely talented but unsuitably bohemian - one of Manchester’s
greatest under-achievers” (Mick Middles)
Manchester 70s New Wave bands, Manicured Noise, Ludus, The
Distractions, The Fall

£5.00

The Chapel Playhouse

The Camden Fringe 2019

The London Irish Centre

Invisible Until Possible

Theatre of Life’s Riddikulusness

Lexi and Beth want to escape their inner turmoil, but they don’t have a
magic wand to vanquish their troubles like their heroes in Harry Potter.
They throw themselves into the next best thing: theatre magic. Will their
creative sanctuary bring them peace or feed their avoidance?
The show explores mental health, gender, and identity.

9-11 August 5.45pm
12 August 8.45pm

£10.00 (concs £8.00)
theatre

camdenfringe.com
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29th July - 25th August

The Collective

FRUITS or, The Decline of
a Distant Memory

29th July - 25th August

Horseplay

RADA - Studio Theatre
£10.00 (concs £8.00)

Camden Comedy Club
9-10 August 8pm

£7.00

James Dowdeswell is a comedian, actor
(concs £5.00)
and author. He has appeared on numerous
comedy
TV shows including Russell Howard’s
Good News (BBC) and Extras (BBC) where he played the Count in the
David Bowie episode.
He is the author of The Pub Manifesto: A Comedian Stands Up For
Pubs, published by CAMRA Books in Nov 2018
James returns to the Camden Fringe with a show about growing up
in a pub and our modern drinking culture. It is packed with pint-sized
facts about booze, accompanied with jokes, stories and songs.
“James Dowdeswell is a real master of the comedian’s craft.” Chortle
“An excellent line in comedy” The Guardian Pick Of The Week
“Great fun throughout … as though we’ve all just met down the pub.”
Three Weeks

City Impro

Laugh Island

Sexy, sizzling and single improvisers look for laughs and love in the
Camden Fringe’s hottest show. Join host Charlie Cack as they get all the
exclusive reactions to the games and the groans, and see who becomes
the Laugh Island winners.
An improvised comedy show of scenes, sketches, songs and suntans.
Being funny was never so sexy!

Thomas Dixon: The Secrets of Magic

What is real magic? Is it just tricks or magic? What’s the difference?
Thomas will answer these questions and reveal some of the deepest
secrets!
You will learn what it takes to be a magician and see what it is like to
be behind the curtains. You are not just going to see tricks; you will
experience magic!
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Canal Cafe Theatre
9-10 August 7.30pm
11 August 7pm

£10.00 (concs £8.00)
comedy

Hen and Chickens
9-10 August 9pm

£9.50 (concs £8.00)
cabaret

The Bill Murray

Bareback

9-10 August 8pm

10 August 5pm
11 August 5.30pm

What is sex? From a young age, we are
told a lot of ridiculous, untrue and frankly
damaging things about sex. We’re told
comedy
what we should be doing, but not how we
should do it, nor how it should actually
make us feel. Bareback is an absurd
character comedy about these hypocrisies,
contradictions and confusions.
Following a five-star Edinburgh Fringe run last year, join these two
Oxford Revue alumni with their second show as they bring to life
an absurd onstage universe populated by the characters who have
shaped their (mis)understandings of sex and sexuality.
Expect wigs, drag, accents, musical numbers and an honest attempt
at unpacking both universal and intensely personal themes.

£7.00

theatre
Stuck in the midst of space and time,
various entities are searching for meaning.
There’s a smell of longing in the air and
we’re falling through oblivion.
Fruits is a journey engulfed by silence
and ache; a story depicting prejudiced perceptions of identity and
sexuality; a collage of mutated memories of the past where the
stillness of a hot summer’s day is disrupted by images of fruits being
shamelessly ravished.
All you’re left with is anticipation.

James Dowdeswell Above A Pub

The Camden Fringe 2019

The London Irish Centre

Liberty Martin and Sara Hobday

Nuts

The naked truth (not the lads mag). Two friends want each other to
know that they’re living their best lives. While they awkwardly skirt over
the truth about work, sex and love, all wildly inappropriate thoughts are
directed to you, the audience.
A touching comedy for anyone who’s ever worried about what other
people think.
P.S. Free nuts.

9-10 August 9.30pm

£7.50
theatre

Aces and Eights

City Impro

Improv Deathmatch

An adrenaline-fuelled improvised comedy show where two teams see
who can make the audience laugh hardest. Who wins? You decide!
Returning to Camden for a fifth year in a row and recommended by the
London Evening Standard, Time Out, FringeReview and Views from the
Gods, see who will be crowned 2019 champions.
“Incredibly good” ★★★★ Voicemag

9, 10, 16, 17 August 10.15pm

£5.00
comedy

Etcetera Theatre

Burnt Orange Theatre Co.

Fast

Fast is a poignant and political story about a group of Year Eleven
classmates in a typical British farming town. Cara has her life ripped apart
by the fast food industry. When her class decide to take part in a charity
fasting session, she seizes the opportunity to make her community listen
to her and her actions.

ALKALINAS

Tracing Erased Memories: A parallel walk of
London & Cairo

Join us on a one-on-one guided walk through central London while
exchanging your view with a person walking in Cairo. With headphones
and a tablet, your walk will be layered with selected moments of history
overlapping with the real-time experience. Explore the changing image of
both cities in relation to recent socio-political events.

10, 11 August 12.30pm

£9.00 (concs £7.00)
theatre

Oscar Wilde Statue,
Covent Garden

10-14, 16-20 August
3pm 4pm 5pm 6pm

£8.00
theatre

camdenfringe.com
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The Halls of Ridiculous Comedy Panel Show
2 teams of 2 comedians compete in a load of ridiculous quiz rounds to
win a ridiculous prize.
Hosted by Phil Smith and Chris Lumb; expect wacky characters, silly
animation, naff videos, and the daftest quiz questions ever!
”a combination of Shooting Stars and Mock The Week” Hull Comedy
Festival
”Vic & Bob for the modern generation” Shoe Cake Comedy

Larss Crew

Puggo’s Dream

Absurdist fiction.
The central narrative theme shows the human struggle for existence in
society.
Puggo is a human who one day turns into a snail - or is he just a snail
dreaming of being human?

Not The Girl The Girl Next Door

A performance of truth and stories discussing everything from growing
a neck during puberty, awkward first dates and battling ongoing mental
health issues. Highlighting the humour and joy in everyday life as we
learn to figure out how life actually works. Not the typical girl but the
real girl.

Canal Cafe Theatre
10 August 5pm

£10.00 (concs £8.00)
comedy

Theatro Technis
10-11 August 6pm
17-18 August 7.30pm

£12.00 (concs £10.00)
theatre

Aces and Eights
10-11 August 7pm

£5.00
theatre

29th July - 25th August

The Camden Fringe 2019
Cognatus

The Cockpit

The Ideal Woman

10-14 August 9pm

£15.00

The Ideal Woman / lies in between
(concs £12.00)
the traditions of the past
theatre
and the expectations of the future.
The feminine / and the masculine
the comfort within our borders
and the adventure beyond.
She fights against time / trying to make sense of
where she stands / how she moves
why she stays or leaves / and what makes her
the woman that she wants to be.
The Ideal Woman is a story of our mothers,
our grandmothers, / our sisters, / and hopefully not our daughters.
It’s time for Herstory to be told / so Herstory could be made.
A new devised piece combining original music and text, coupled with
the exploration of movement and interactions with lyra hoops.

A Glimpse of Gingham a Tribute to John Denver

The London Irish Centre
11 August 3.30pm

Time Out and Funny Women awards nominee Celia Byrne revisits her
youth and pays tribute to her musical hero. Country Roads take me home
to Camden Town!

£6.00 (concs £5.00)
16 August 8.30pm

£8.00 (concs £7.00)
comedy

Best Friends

Best Friends: A Cabaret

A feminist comedy cabaret. Alice and Livvy are Best Friends™ and
believe strongly in female friendship, but more importantly in being the
centre of attention. Come and revel in their misadventures as they take
you on a journey of faulty feminism, show tunes, and competitive kick
lines. It will be just as ridiculous as it sounds.

JustOut Theatre

Home

Lauren and Reece, both 16, are determined to give their 3-month-old
baby the best possible chance at life. It’s a risky plan, trying to balance
the stress of school, work and looking after a baby in a teenage
relationship and it doesn’t take long for cracks to emerge in their idealistic
plans, leaving the pair with difficult decisions to make.

Chocolate Chilli Theatre

In Memoriam

Plug in. Sit back. Leave yourself behind.
Doll’s found a new high downloading memories on sharing platform
Memoriam, but when she moves in with her friends Mel and Dexter, they
discover just how intense her fixation has become.
In Memoriam explores how social media can powerfully influence our
mental health and self esteem in modern day life.
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Aces and Eights
10-11 August 8.30pm

£10.00
cabaret

The Lion and Unicorn
10-14 August 8.30pm

£10.00 (concs £8.00)
theatre

The Chapel Playhouse
10-11 August 8.45pm

£10.00 (concs £8.00)
theatre

Baroness Tamara von Stein zu Leitershofen

Memories - From The Life of An Opera Singer
Ever wanted to know what it takes to be an opera singer? Is a high C
enough? Does it help to be a princess and is the sex really better?
Follow the Baroness’ early life from a royal palace to the stage: all the
highs (above the stave) all the lows (below the stave) and every run, trill
and quaver in between.
With old and new-ish arias and songs.

Thunderclap: Improvised Comedy

11 August 4pm

£12.00 (concs £8.00)
music

The Bill Murray

Nick Hall and Max Dickins present Thunderclap - a two person, multicharacter story - all of it made up on the spot! Taking one word from
the audience, Nick and Max create a hilarious, fast-paced improvised
comedy show.
As seen on BBC One, Channel 4, BBC3 and BBC Radio 4.
“Packed full of laughs” ★★★★ The Scotsman

The Discount Comedy Checkout Adult Improv Show

The Chapel Playhouse

11 August 4.15pm

£7.00 (concs £6.00)
comedy

Canal Cafe Theatre
11 August 5pm

The Discount Comedy Checkout have been wowing crowds for over
10 years on the UK comedy circuit with 100% raw and unscripted
comedy improv shows. Come and put them on the spot with your zany
suggestions! The group pride themselves on taking ANY suggestions you
have! You have been warned!
★★★★★ Remote Goat
”True masters of improv” Hull Comedy

£10.00 (concs £8.00)
comedy

camdenfringe.com
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14 Karot Theatre

The Silent Boy

A devised piece using puppetry and physical comedy, tells the story of a
boy who is born with a stammer. As he grows up not being able to speak,
he finds a love for silent movies. He is bullied everyday and can’t talk to
his first love.
The only way out is to become the lead in his own imaginary silent movie.

Jade Allen: Over Eager

Hot on the heels of her ★★★★ debut show Jade Allen: Over Easy,
Jade’s back with her brand new follow up, unleashed first at this yer’s
Camden Fringe.
Expect adventure and intrigue, confusion and concussion...
“Like chatting with an old friend who makes you laugh and laugh”
LondonTheatre1
“Varied, witty and refreshing” Binge Fringe

Solo Theatre

Fragments

We have crafted four solo performances and combined them into one
scratch work event. The work is determined to ask questions that no-one
else will, surrounding dementia, mental health, creativity and grief. Using
humour, puppetry, dance and more, we view our work as entertainment
with a purpose, leaving our audiences with something to talk about.

Common Ground Theatre Company

Made of Nowhere

After scraping together his last few pounds Dave Jarman packs a tent,
hitches a lift north and walks the Coast to Coast route across a bitter
island. A boisterous blend of story, spoken word and music, this is a solo
show about identity, scraping by and learning how to let go and move on.
Developed at Sheffield Theatres Making Room Studio Takeover.

Nicola Houghton: It’s All Gravy

Can you mix olives with gravy? Can a child recover from wearing homeknitted clothes? The story of a northern girl bringing up three middleclass children in this very funny, warm hearted, lively hour.
“Brilliant set from a very watchable storyteller, pulls you into her world
and pummels you with punchlines” Humdingers Comedy

Samuel Ch Zernig: Spice World War 2

Come and see Germany’s #1 militant Spice Girls fan Samuel Ch Zernig’s
anticipated return.
Join Herr Zernig “the most German man you have ever come across.”
Bringing back his acclaimed comedy show with a spicy new twist and
trademark dark humour.
”I was just belly-laughing the whole time!” Wim Snape on BBC Radio
Sheffield.
samuelch.com
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It’s Fespian Init Productions

Camden People’s Theatre

Our Walk Through the
World

11 August 5.30pm
12 August 7.15pm
theatre

The Albany
11-13 August 6.30pm

£10.00 (concs £8.00)
comedy

Running Pen productions.

Camden People’s Theatre
11 August 7.15pm

Hen and Chickens
11-13 August 7.30pm

£10.00 (concs £8.00)
theatre

comedy

The Water Rats
11 August 7.30pm

£5.00
comedy

£10.00 (concs £9.00)

12-18 August 4.30pm

£10.00

See that guy outside Buckingham Palace
(concs £8.00)
/ London Eye / Windsor with 50 bemused
comedy
American adults and kids? He’s a tour
director and he’s with them every step of
the way for 14 days through meltdowns,
lost passports, bad grammar and the
overconsumption of snack foods.
This show reveals the scams, lies and rollercoaster adventures as we
spin around the UK, Ireland and France on a poorly ventilated coach.
Touring is heaven or hell, a Rom-Com or a horror movie. This is a
hilarious, interactive fast-paced narrative that plays fast and loose with
History and tells the shocking truth about our American cousins (that
they are nice and also they tip).
If easily offended you may be Canadian.

theatre

£7.00

11-14 August 9pm

Etcetera Theatre

How Far is Lunch?

£8.00 (concs £7.00)

11-13 August 7.30pm

The Water Rats

theatre
Our Walk Through The World is a
collection of six short plays examining the
absurdities, tragedies and small triumphs of modern life.
In Tilly (An Introduction), a young woman films herself auditioning
to become a surrogate mother. Colour-coded jelly beans prove the
saving of one man’s career in Rules of Assortment, and a football
manager introduces his latest acquisition to an assembled press in
Our Prospects For The Coming Season.
A son is reunited with his biological mother in Relinquish, while in The
Viewing, an estate agent shows a couple around their dream home to
a soundscape of gunfire and screaming. Finally, in Frisky & The Panda
Man, a conservationist struggles to rationalise his feelings for the last
female panda on earth.

£8.00

2 Northdown

The Camden Fringe 2019

The Albany

Platinum Sugar Productions

A Spoonful of Sugar

11 August 7.45pm

Five tantalising ladies turn up the heat on classic animated movies in
this unique, hilarious and down right saucy evening of Burlesque. Take a
trip down memory lane at the moments that defined these fierce female
characters, no Prince Charming required.

£8.00 (concs £5.00)

The Parentheticals

Etcetera Theatre

Improdyssey

Improdyssey is the interactive improvised comedy quest inspired by
YOU. You title the story, set locations, and supply lines of dialogue. We
do the rest. Let the ad-libbed adventures begin!
“You’ll have a blast” Views from the Gods
“The Parentheticals are huge fun” London Pub Theatres
“I thoroughly recommend this show” Two Lasses in London

cabaret

11-12 August 8.30pm

£6.00
comedy

camdenfringe.com
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Off the Fence Theatre Company CIC

Agent 14

Upstairs at the Gatehouse
12, 14, 16 August 7pm
13, 15, 17 August 8.45pm
18 August 5pm

It’s 1975: a Soviet spy is poisoned in
London at the exact same time he is
being trailed in New York. Impossible?
Agent 14 aka Hugo Gunn is brought
(concs £10.00)
in to solve this puzzling case. He may
theatre
be twice as old as James Bond but
Hugo’s twice as good in this humorous
tale of spies and counter-spies, casinos and charladies - and of dice
and death. With a nod and a wink to Ian Fleming’s classic 007 novels,
this new one-man play is for anyone who’s ever been shaken, stirred
or seduced by the world of espionage.
Off the Fence Theatre Company creates and tours engaging,
contemporary theatre with a focus on developing new writing for
performance. Productions include He Shot, He Scored (Brighton
Fringe, 2019), Girls with Balls (Curve, and UK Tour, 2016)

£12.00

Two and a Half Irishmen

11-14 August 9pm

Samson, Mabel and Howard Read

The Bill Murray

Samson And Mabel Charge At You Like An Ox
Samson and Mabel are the UK’s youngest stand-up double-act. They’ve
performed at Comedy Club 4 Kids, Latitude Festival, The Alternative
Comedy Memorial Society and feature in the next series of CBBC’s
Horrible Histories.
They are joined by a cartoon cat animated by their Perrier/BAFTAnominated dad Howard Read. Surreal comedy for adults and kids.

Jake

Jake is about one young woman’s love affair with actor Jake Gyllenhaal*.
Part romantic epic**, part group therapy session***, this one-woman
show explores the effects of chronic loneliness and the lengths we go to
to combat it.
* Please note; in this show the part of Jake Gyllenhaal will be played by
an office chair
** Hot mess
*** I mean... sort of

Molodyi Teatr London

All That Remains

A moving reflection on loss and memory based on true stories from the
ongoing war in Ukraine. A woman who has lost her brother to the war
and is left with only a few of his belongings tries to make sense of what
happened. Using documentary theatre, music and storytelling the show
explores what remains when someone dies in armed conflict.
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The Albany

3 award winning (mostly) Irish acts, including the founders of Queen
Mary Comedy Society, tackle the big issues like what it means to be Irish
in 2019 London, the state of the NHS and urban foxes.
Featuring:
Jack Ó Cairealláin:
Beat the Blackout
John D Foley:		
3rd Young Comedian (2018)
Jack Hester:		
Beat the Frog Winner

camdenfringe.com

£5.00
comedy

12 August 5pm

£7.50 (concs £5.00)
comedy

Hen and Chickens
12, 13, 14 August 6pm
14 August 9pm

£10.00
comedy

Etcetera Theatre
12-13 August 6.30pm

£10.00 (concs £8.00)
theatre

29th July - 25th August

The Camden Fringe 2019
The Albany

The Descendants

Last Week Tonight

Last Week Tonight is the only improvised comedy show to use last
week’s suggestions as inspiration for the current show.
Join The Descendants as they create a hilarious and unpredictable tale,
featuring twists, turns, romance, betrayal and redemption.

£5.00
comedy

Camden Comedy Club

Ms

The World Is Your Oyster Bar

Pol Penter returns to the Fringe with a new one-woman show, The
World Is Your Oyster Bar. Do people really order from seafood bars in
airports? Can everything in Australia kill you? Are there really people who
think Detroit is the capital of Canada? And is everyone else in the world
secretly having a lot more fun than we are?

Thematic Theatre

Blue Tights, Red Knickers and an ‘S’ on Her
Vest

Jenna has lived with anxiety for the last five years, and is trapped in a
job she hates with unsympathetic work colleagues. Unable to confide in
anyone, Jenna realises she has to find strength and happiness within
herself, but that’s proving easier said than done.

Mind and Matter | A Magic & Mentalism Show
Professional magicians, Marco & Thomas, have been astounding
audiences for years. Their charm, style and unique take on magic and
mentalism will leave you wondering whether what you saw is even
possible!

12 August 6.30pm

£7.00 (concs £5.00)
comedy

The Lion and Unicorn
12-16 August 7pm

£12.00 (concs £10.00)
theatre

The Water Rats
12-14 August 7pm

£10.00 (concs £8.00)
theatre

The Cockpit

Contents May Differ

Tethered - by Contents May Differ

Thrown into tragic disability, Alice’s future career in dancing and
relationship with her fiance is in disarray. Movement being so core to
her identity, Alice attempts to liberate herself when she discovers Virtual
Reality.
In Tethered, cross between the physical and virtual through a
combination of realism, movement, puppetry and live music.

12-13 August 7pm

£10.00 (concs £7.00)
theatre

The Taproom

DoDo Lemons

Virtually Reality

12 August 7.45pm
19 August 6.30pm

Immersive theatrical experience set in an eerie underground art gallery.
Follow the curator through the exibition and be prepared to question your
senses and your sanity as you witness different versions of reality with
your own eyes - and through those of another. A mind-twisting look at
how we perceive the world we live in and the people we meet.

12-18 August 7.15pm

£5.00
theatre

camdenfringe.com
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All the Little Lights

Blue Devil Productions

Tristan Bates Theatre
£12.00

Anthropocene

The Parliament

In the wake of Goliath’s death, Devon, Moira, Jasper and Fenn return to
the farmhouse where they spent their childhood summers. Devon has
settled for Moira. Jasper has somehow caught Fenn. Drawn together
after twenty years of distance, the four try to make sense of who they
have all become, while dark truths of their rose-tinted summers unravel.

The Net

12-14 August 8.30pm

£10.00

Morgan Williams: Salamander

Morse code version .- -.-. - ..- .- .-.. ... .... --- .-- .. ...’-.-. .-.. .- ... ... .. -.-.’
-... --- .-. .. -. --. ... - .
(Actual show is ‘classic’ boring stand-up about some ‘bizarre’ story about
the original lecturer analyzing a book ‘disappearing’ and some wacky fella
(me) filling in and instead talking about ‘other stuff’. lots of ‘gags’)

12-13 August 7.30pm

£7.50 (concs £6.50)
theatre

The Phoenix Artist Club
12-13 August 8.30pm

£5.00
comedy

£12.00

Starbound Theatre & Lights Down Productions

The Monkey House

Cecil Sharp House

12-17 August 9.15pm

Somewhere aboard The Geminus hides a
(concs £10.00)
dark & dangerous secret.
theatre
A vivid and compelling voyage of selfdiscovery through perilous, exotic waters. Joseph Conrad’s The Secret
Sharer is retold as a dark romance. Young Captain George Hotson is
feeling the intense strain & the isolation of his new command. But he’s
about to find solace in an encounter with a fugitive called Leggatt - a
handsome & enigmatic stranger with blood on his hands.
★★★★★ “Powerful. Every single character was well developed
& engaging. Extremely well written and directed. A highlight of the
fringe.” Remote Goat
★★★★ “Lusty & raw. We are treated to an hour of tense romance.
Black & Wildig give such skilled performances. A successful and
daring take on a classic tale.” Broadway Baby

We have it all. Power, technology,
(concs £8.00)
civilisation and 5G data plans… We shape
theatre
the world with our intelligent stupidity,
leaving morality homeless.
Anthropocene is a light-hearted punch of
heightened realism on humanity’s biggest
decision yet. Through devised physical
theatre and lycra, Ride The Wave & Hueman present a playful insight
into the future we face in reaction to climate change and the people
who will change it.
Supported by Fourth Monkey and Visual Elements, Ride The Wave
return for another year at the Camden Fringe in collaboration with
Hueman. We are dedicated to planting a tree for every ticket sold.

Paper Swan Productions

Tristan Bates Theatre

The Geminus

12-17 August 7.45pm

Ain’t never seen the sea.
It’s amazing.
(concs £10.00)
When did you see the sea?
theatre
I ain’t, but it is.
Joanne and Lisa were like sisters. Then
Lisa left and got a new family. Joanne got a new mate. Now they’re
back together for a birthday party by the railway tracks, in search of
normality and love. Will they reach it?
Packed with crackling dialogue, darkness and laugh-out-loud humour,
All the Little Lights is about being young, alone and trying to survive.
Written by Jane Upton with support from charity Safe and Sound, the
play considers how easy it is to slip through the cracks.
Winner of the George Devine Award.
Nominated for Best Play at Writer’s Guild of Great Britain.
Includes themes of child sexual exploitation which some may find
distressing.

Hueman and Ride The Wave

The Camden Fringe 2019
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Tristan Bates Theatre
13-17 August 6.15pm
17 August 2.30pm

Set in a “nowhere land” a grandmother
and her granddaughter are tasked with
(concs £10.00)
patching a hole in the border. As they
theatre
weave it closed, two women appear on
the other side, hoping to get through. The
women must come face to face with each
other as opinions change and loyalties
switch.
Mixing poetic choral monologues and cutting dialogue, The Net brings
a new dimension to the age-old story of war by placing women at the
centre, while exposing how utterly foolish the divides we create are.
It is an ensemble piece that aims to highlight women of all different
backgrounds and ages: from 16 to 70. The play uses the personal
stories of these four women and their interactions with each other to
interrogate larger political themes.

£12.00

Camden People’s Theatre

Annabel Chadwick and George Bury

Extra Time

A young man recounts his memories of his Dad and an unspecified local
football club to an audience. A show for the supporters and the nonsupporters. Expect laughs and tears as you are taken in and out of the
past with the man’s reminiscent story-telling.

The Mozart Question

12-14 August 9pm

£9.00 (concs £8.00)
theatre

Upstairs at the Gatehouse

Paolo’s parents had an uncomfortable relationship with music. Now, as a
famous musician, he is coming to terms with their past.
A simple and sensitive solo performance exploring the issues surrounding
music and the Holocaust.
The Mozart Question is previewing at the Camden Fringe before
embarking on a secondary school tour in 2020.

13, 15, 17 August 7pm
14, 16 August 8.45pm
18 August 6.45pm

£12.00 (concs £10.00)
theatre
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Hopwood Productions UK Ltd.

Etcetera Theatre

The Yank Is A Manc! My
Ancestors & Me

13-16 August 8.30pm

Goldcave and Figtree productions

Canal Cafe Theatre

£8.00 (concs £6.50)

comedy
In a fish-out-of-water comedy of errors,
Hopwood DePree tells of how researching
his ancestry online led to him leaving
Tinseltown to save his 600-year-old British
country pile, Hopwood Hall. Built by his
ancestors in 1426 near Rochdale, the
60-room mansion is now falling down and Hopwood is on a mission
to save it! At last the locals may have found an heir to rescue the Hall,
but perhaps Hopwood’s not quite the heir they had in mind...
The true story as featured in The Guardian, Good Morning Britain,
USA Today and The One Show among many others. Expect intriguing
family history, culture clashes, community spirit and plenty of
calamities in an uplifting multimedia stand-up storytelling show.

Lost Keys and Orgasms
at the Pasty Motel

14-17 August 7.30pm
18 August 5pm

£14.00

When work colleagues Dino and Fran lose
(concs £12.00)
the company car’s keys at a petrol station
theatre
somewhere in Cornwall, they have no
choice but to spend the night together in
the sleazy Pasty Motel just off on the A30.
During a long and sleepless night, the mismatched duo learn many
surprising things about each other and themselves.
Lost Keys and Orgasms at the Pasty Motel is based loosely on the
concept from the 1999 comedy Pride and Orgasms by Fiona Bettanini
and Diego Ruiz.

Sam Fletcher: Close up

The Fosters Edinburgh Comedy Award Best Newcomer Nominee
presents an intimate and original hour of jokes, set-pieces and tricks right
under your nose (but far enough away for personal space).
“A total Pro” ★★★★ The Times
“One to watch” TimeOut London

Aces and Eights
13-16 August 7pm

£9.00 (concs £7.00)
comedy

29th July - 25th August

The Camden Fringe 2019
Women on the Edge

Etcetera Theatre
14-15 August 6.30pm

Bargain basement biccies, nuns,
overpriced wine, undervalued telesales
presenters and a spot of Christmas
theatre
shopping hell. What more could you
possibly want? Ok, we’ll chuck in a warrior
princess, n’all.
This collection of comedic monologues by
Juliana Lisk, will nudge at the old tear duct
as well as the funny bone and will have you rooting for each of these
underdogs as they teeter on the edge of breaking the status quo.

£8.00

Sh*t Happens

Camden People’s
Theatre

“Have you ever walked into a public toilet
after someone and couldn’t stand the
smell?
Has the thought of them having a serious
chronic disease ever crossed your mind?
(concs £8.00)
Maybe it hasn’t. No one sees the struggle
theatre
unless it’s visible.’’
Sh*t Happens explores the taboos and
challenges of living with Inflammatory Bowel Disease, drawing on
personal experience of one of the more than 300,000 people affected
in the UK. The performance deals with the awkward and often
embarrassing subject in a light and humorous way. Mixing technology,
autobiographical stories, poetry and movement, it portrays the idea
of what it means to have an invisible illness and how to learn to live
your life again.

14-17 August 7.15pm
18 August 5.30pm

£10.00

Jacob Lovick (WIP) / Alice Marshall (WIP)

The Albany

Two hot new half-hours of hot new material from two hottish, newish
character comedians, Alice Marshall (BBC2, BBC3, E4, Hulu) and Jacob
Lovick (LoveHard, LST Sketch-Off Finalist).
“Alice Marshall is a master of character comedy. Joyous to witness.”
★★★★★ Broadway Baby
“Jacob Lovick is tear-jerkingly funny.” ★★★★★ Fringe Biscuit

13-14 August 7.45pm

£5.00
comedy

Small room with limited spaces. Please book in advance to avoid
disappointment.

Mirage

Combining dance, text and improvisation, Mirage is a kinaesthetic
exploration of reality and empathy. What does a person have to do to
move you? A solo performance by Steven Zilinskas
“Mirage presents an exquisite assortment of philosophical reflections on
reality and illusion.” (Ildiko Rippel, Zoo Indigo)
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Camden People’s Theatre
13 August 7.15pm

£10.00 (concs £8.00)
dance

Lisa Klevemark Waits for the Green Man
(before crossing the street)

The Albany
14, 21 August 6.30pm

Lisa Klevemark, though Swedish, Lutheran and boring, went to renowned
French clown school Ecole Philippe Gaulier. It didn’t make her feistier and
more expressive as she hoped, but she found the funny side of being on
time, following the rules, and not spending money unnecessarily. Strap in
(safety is important) for some not-quite character comedy.

£7.00 (concs £5.00)
comedy

camdenfringe.com
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Chris Wall - Mind Reader

Decisions, Decisions...

29th July - 25th August

Light Down Productions

Hen and Chickens

Four outrageous, hilarious stories. Three are true. One is a lie. Can you
spot it?
That’s the challenge at Outliars, an offbeat storytelling show hosted
by Matthew Chadourne and feature a rotating cast of four amazing
comedians each night.
”A night of exceptional comedy... the perfect vehicle for comedy in 2019”
Daily Info Oxford

Darran Griffiths: Essex Bwoy

The first solo stand up comedy show by the 2018 BBC New Comedy
Nominee, Amused Moose New Comedian Semi-Finalist and Leicester
Square Theatre New Comedian Runner-Up.
An incisive and irreverent perspective from a first generation Brit, on
race, class, gender and sexuality.
With supporting performances from upcoming and established comedy
acts.

Sezar Alkassab: Telling Stories

Scottish stand-up comedian Sezar Alkassab brings his storytelling
comedy style to the Camden Fringe with silly stories, informed
observations, and provocative punchlines.
”Absolutely brilliant! Such a friendly guy, and the show was hilarious!”
The Vaults, UK
”A talented and exciting comedian to watch” Festival Angaelica, USA

Stage Name Productions

Here & There

Victoria and Lucy have grown up dreaming of London from the tropical
island of Puerto Rico. But when the pair of sisters find themselves with
oceans in between and a catastrophe in their midst will they come
together or fall apart? A story about moving away, coming back and all
the sections in between.
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Shards is a 4 hander about love, loss,
swing dancing and particle physics.
It’s 2011 and the Shard is half completed.
Matt, a swing dancer and a nurse and
Laura, a particle physicist, hunting for the
(concs £10.00)
Higgs Boson particle are negotiating the
theatre
world of online dating desperately looking
for a connection. On their first date in
Borough High Street there is a spark but also catastrophe.
We flit back and forth in time, with the Shard at different heights,
witnessing the lives of our swing dancer and particle physicist at
different points of momentum, collision and propulsion.
Shards features live lindy hop dancing on stage throughout. It is a
lively and entertaining play about love, loss and dedication.

£9.00

Camden Comedy Club
14-17 August 6.30pm

£7.00 (concs £5.00)
comedy

Camden People’s
Theatre

Shards

14-15 August 7.30pm

“Teesside’s very own Derren Brown” The
Evening Gazette
cabaret
”The only thing I was left wanting was for it
to go on longer” South West Londoner
Wandsworth Arts Fringe: Fragility Takeover
Grand Prix Winner 2018
As seen on E4
We make 35,000 decisions a day. How many of these do you make
freely? Chris Wall’s astounding mind reading show explores free will,
influence, and social conditioning.
Even a simple 50/50 choice can have incredible consequences. Left or
Right? Heads or Tails? Yes or No?
Chris will involve members of the audience, taking you on a journey
exploring the past, present, and future, where no two shows are the
same. An unmissable addition to Camden Fringe. You won’t regret
coming. Change what you know about reality.

Outliars presented by QED Comedy Lab

The Camden Fringe 2019
15-17 August 9pm
18 August 7.15pm

£12.00

Celia Delaney is...Angelic? (Work in Progress)

Celia Delaney is a Westminster wife with a secret. She believes she has
an Anglo-French love child and has raised this imaginary daughter singlehandedly for 25 years, unbeknownst to anyone. With Brexit looming, will
she have to send her back?
Stand-up, songs and stories from Celia, described as “dark, distinctive &
hilarious” by The Upcoming.

The Bill Murray
15 August 6.45pm
17 August 5pm
19 August 9.30pm

£6.00 (concs £5.00)
comedy

The Taproom
14-16 August 8.15pm

£10.00
comedy

Camden Comedy Club
14-15, 21-23 August 9.30pm

£5.00
comedy

Etcetera Theatre
15-17 August 12.30pm

£10.00 (concs £5.00)
theatre

Love & Tigers

Hen and Chickens

Love & Tigers is a one man show exploring what it is to be a brother, a
son, and a man. It asks if you’ve ever loved someone so much, you’d do
anything for them. It wonders why the sky is blue and if Cookie Crisp is
even a cereal. This is a is a story about family, patience, responsibility,
and growing up.

Holy Ovaries - a Work in Progress

£8.00 (concs £6.00)
theatre

The Cockpit

To deny the enchantments of the womb is to abandon the deluded
priestesshood of a holy reproductive function.
The goddess is dead
- Angela Carter
In other words, join Miriam in rebelling against the lies we tell about
ourselves. To ourselves. Especially those.
Part drag cabaret, part herstory lesson, all ‘woman’. Whatever that is.

Barflies Tales

15-17 August 6pm

15 August 7pm

£5.00
cabaret

The Cockpit

When Victor unknowingly enters the Limbo Bar, he is suddenly
confronted by a strange cast of characters. A fiery young woman, a
rambling homeless man and Bandini, the mysterious Italian bartender
who seems to be pulling the strings around here. What is this place?
How did he end up here? And who is hiding behind the red door of the
smoking room?

15 August 8pm

£15.00 (concs £12.00)
theatre

camdenfringe.com
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Shoddy Theatre

A Shoddy Detective & The Art of
Deception
A bumbling detective is called upon to uncover the
mystery of a priceless stolen painting, but when he
cannot solve it himself he is forced to enlist the help of
an old nemesis. Together, the pair must interrogate the
many characterful suspects that reside at the manor, in
order to catch the conniving culprit and solve the crime
of the century.
6 actors, 15 characters and a lot of carnage, what
could possibly go wrong….

The Lion and Unicorn
15-18 August 8.30pm

£10.00 (concs £8.00)
theatre

Blueberry Goose Theatre Group

Letting Go

Hen and Chickens
15-17 August 9pm

£10.00

A man pries into the lives of a couple
(concs £8.00)
having an affair on his morning commute,
theatre
in a bleak, darkly comic satire on how we
live our lives through social media.
Featuring @PaulBridger73 as The Man,
@ZoeFCunningham and CMJ Taylor (aka
@carpet_martin of @BritRationals) as the
Cheating Couple, a puppy called Fly and pigeon with no name.
The play explores our use and abuse of social media, through the
eyes of The Man, who’s been away for a while. Now he’s back and
trying to come to terms with life, death, truth, lies, his past and the
strange behaviour of humans on planet social media.
Written and directed by Andrew Bruce-Lockhart, the play was inspired
by real life events on a daily commute into London.

You Are Being Unreasonable podcast - live!

Join hosts Helen and Simon for a comedy podcast about people being
unreasonable on Mumsnet dot com. We’ll be delving back into the board
that brought us a woman screaming at the Sistine Chapel, oven chips as
a dinner party appetiser, and the infamous penis beaker. Come along and
help us answer the age-old question “Am I Being Unreasonable?”
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The Chapel Playhouse
15 August 8.30pm

£7.00 (concs £5.00)
comedy

The Camden Fringe 2019

29th July - 25th August

29th July - 25th August

KatAlyst Productions

Strange Fangs Song Factory

A darkly comedic rise and fall story, with a coming
of (middle) age theme, dealing with alcoholism in
the professional classes, the barriers and prejudice
that an ambitious woman faces, and the bias of a
judicial system that, at heart, has remained stubbornly
patriarchal.
Set one evening in 2016 as teacher Cathy celebrates
her 50th birthday alone, and recalls events of the past
fifteen years. We meet her younger self, who has it all;
perfect family and successful career. But as the years
go by, hope turns to hubris, as she is dealt a series
of losing hands. The bank of life forecloses, and her
world unravels, as her once perfect personal life and
glittering career and children are put in jeopardy by a
s**t-storm of poor life choices, farcical situations and
no-win deals, created with casual indifference by the
men in her life. Ultimately life affirming and triumphant
Cathy, a fallen superwoman, faces down her demons
as she confronts her worst enemies. An absurdist
farce for our time.

A dramatic conversation between music and spoken
word, hailed as “Incredibly modern and inventive” by
Edinburgh Guide. Internationally acclaimed composer
James Wright Glasgow performs the music he has
composed for the new poems of Mario Moroni (winner
of the Lorenzo Montano Poetry Prize) as Moroni
recites his works. The Camden Fringe marks its
London premiere, following performances in Brazil,
Italy, Scotland, and the United States.
The poetry is atmospheric and immersive, and
the music is haunting and beautiful. The music is
performed on an electric cello with an adjoined pocketsized drum synth and ranges from a modern take on
orchestral impressionism to experimental usage of a
looping pedal, creating a dynamic back and forth with
Moroni’s words.
In addition to projected video images, the production
features a new method of musical notation based
on recursive algorithms and the symbol language
Blissym, mimicking themes of Moroni’s works, dancing
between the rational and irrational.

My Name is Cathy

The Chapel Playhouse
16 August 9pm, 17 August 5pm
17-18 August 8.30pm

The Camden Fringe 2019
Do You See What I Hear?

£15.00 (concs £10.00)

Hen and Chickens
16-18 August 7.30pm

£10.00 (concs £8.00)
spoken word

theatre

Marv Radio - Mantra

Down and Out Theatre Company

RADA - Studio Theatre
16 August 4.15pm

£10.00

£10.00

You

You is a visually charged experimental theatre piece that takes its
audience on a journey that explores our preconceived expectations,
social angsts, romantic ideals surrounding becoming 30. A cathartic mix
to multi-media storytelling and physical theatre examines our perception
of time, body image and own sense of personal identity.
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Etcetera Theatre
16-17 August 2.30pm

£8.50
theatre

16-18 August 7.30pm

£10.00

Loafers is the story of Caroline and
(concs £5.00)
Edward, a young couple with the perfect
theatre
flat, in the perfect location, and the perfect
upholstery - all paid for by their doting parents.
Even with their prestigious degrees and perfect table manners they
just can’t seem to actually do anything. Instead, they are stuck
lounging in their dressing gowns waiting for visits from Caroline’s
banker brother, Henry, and his new fiancé, who... works... for a...
living?!
As the visits become more erratic and absurd the play spirals into a
web of dark taboos and terrible consequences. This dark, absurd,
tragic-comedy, exposes the seductive and the grotesque lives of the
laziest predators mankind has ever seen: the upper class.

17-18 August 4.30pm

The Visual Romantics

RADA - Studio Theatre

Loafers

★★★★ The Student
An autobiographical, musical, storytelling
(concs £5.00)
adventure by Marv Radio.
Based on a true story.
When you discover the power of your
(concs £7.50)
voice, what will you use it for?
theatre
“Mantra delivers on all fronts” The Student
“Stunningly beautiful” The Write Angle
Following a sold-out show at Camden People’s Theatre, Marv Radio’s
Mantra is coming to RADA Studio Theatre as part of Camden Fringe
from 16th - 18th August 2019.
From South London to the Amazon Rainforest - Mantra is a
psychedelic journey into the power of words, sound and music.
Join beatbox champion, vocalist and storyteller Marv Radio for a
high-energy hip-hop musical about mental health, music, healing and
shamanism with a powerful self-produced soundtrack.

Etcetera Theatre

Cobalt Theatre

Before I am Lost

March 1919. Fearing she cannot survive childbirth, imagist poet Hilda
Doolittle makes a frantic final confession to her unborn daughter. In
tribute to unjustly forgotten talent, this new monologue weaves through
memories of H.D’s growing poetic gift, of discovering her bisexuality, and
of her still-burning anger in the wake of the First World War.

16-20 August 6.30pm

£8.00 (concs £6.00)
theatre

camdenfringe.com
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55 Kings

Death and Botany

Eli has mastered the art of necromancy, but will his mum’s new boyfriend
get in the way of bringing his dad back from the dead?
Death and Botany is an original horror comedy featuring a talking bonsai
tree, ghosts, and body swaps. Fun for the whole family, this wacky
play analyses how we move on and the relationship between loss and
acceptance.

Alex Martini is NOT going back to Italy!

A loud factotum immigrant turned stand-up comedian. He will explain why
going back to Italy is definitely not an option. He’s here to stay, whatever
the B**x*t outcome. And it’s up to the Brits to get over it!
”Alex Martini is best thing to come out of Italy since Pasta. A very funny
man, highly recommended.” (Mark Dolan - Balls of Steel, Ch4)

Dread Falls Theatre

The Lost Luggage Adventures

Hundreds of forgotten suitcases pass through the Sprinkle Dinkle
International Airport each day, and it’s Tee and Gee’s job to sort them.
Each suitcase has a story to tell, so pick one and discover a magical
world hidden within! This children’s theatre show with magical puppetry
and unique pop up set will delight audiences. Ages 3+

S.o.S. Theatre Company

365

It’s 2017, New Year’s Eve. Josh Parker, a young lad with a good heart,
was appointed the role of ‘2017’. His only job, was see the year run
smoothly, it didn’t. NY and Eve take matters into their own dirty hands
and come knocking.
365 is a piece of new writing, which explores the darkness of this world
and the consequences. The countdown has begun.

Aelfa Centauri Theatre Company

Eden

In a post-apocalyptic bunker, Eva, is held against her will by Snake and
The Genesis Project. Humanity as we know it extinguished and Eva’s
DNA, without consent, is the future of a new cloned and fully compliant
human race. Can Adam, a rebel footman, find a way to bring her hope
that nature and free will still exists in the form of a single apple.

Unscathed Theatre

Match Day

Unscathed Theatre will be making their Camden Fringe debut with their
second original production following the success of their last show,
Boxed.
Watching the football with the boys. Week in, week out, who’s round’s
next!? Poor tactics or a game changing sub. Win, lose, or draw, it doesn’t
matter, it’s Match Day!
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The Camden Fringe 2019
Two Peas No Prod Productions

Theatro Technis

Bombshells

16 August 7.30pm

Bombshells by Joanna Murray-Smith is a hilarious
one-woman play about four women on the edge. By
turns uproariously funny and touchingly poignant,
Bombshells is performed with outstanding versatility
by actress Laura Ashenden who delivers four
monologues recounting the experiences of four very
different women.
Get ready to meet mother to three cherubs Meryl
Louise Davenport, succulent plant enthusiast Tiggy
Entwistle, bride-to-be Theresa McTerry and songstress
Zoe Struthers whose delightful anecdotes will trigger
memories for every member of the audience.
Directed by Sarah Howard, the production features live
music, dance, video projection and an innovative set
inspired by writer Joanne Murray-Smith’s sentimental
view on keeping hold of shoes...

£12.00 (concs £10.00)
theatre

Camden Comedy Club
16-18 August 9.30pm

£5.00
comedy

The Cockpit
17 August 11.00am

£7.00
childrens

The Cockpit
17-18 August 9pm

£10.00 (concs £7.00)
theatre

The Chapel Playhouse
17 August 1.45pm
18 August 5pm

£7.50 (concs £5.00)

Canal Cafe Theatre

Yavor Gigov

Barefoot

A man in the prime of his life is obsessed with his career and believes
that while a person is alive he must build a fortune. But one day the
simple act of buying a pair of shoes changes his life forever.

17 August 5pm

£10.00
theatre

theatre

Hen and Chickens
17-18 August 3pm

£10.00
theatre

Hen and Chickens
17-18 August 4.30pm
19-20 August 7.30pm

£10.00 (concs £8.00)
theatre

Clarissa Maycock: Clarissa Explains It All
(Work in Progress)

Aces and Eights
17-19 August 7pm

A brand new work-in-progress comedy show from Clarissa Maycock
featuring a host of strange comedy characters and even stranger life
advice, as she attempts to comprehensively explain it all in just under 60
mins. (Including Clarissa trying to explain it all about the 90s television
series Clarissa Explains It All).

comedy

The Lion and Unicorn

Scram Collective

Fools of the Apocalypse

£5.00

After the world has been decimated by a catastrophe, two clowns must
rebuild civilisation as they knew it. One problem stands in their way:
They’re both idiots.
A fun, heartfelt romp through the end of times, Fools of the Apocalypse
offers a playful take on doomsday whilst shining a light on the resilience
of the human spirit at times of crisis.

17-20 August 7pm

£10.00 (concs £8.00)
theatre
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Etcetera Theatre

Shirley Halse

Kate Bell

U Are What U Wear: The Fashionista Show

Character comic Kate Bell sends up the fashion industry through a host
of chaotic characters from the hit Nafflix TV show including; host and
social media sensation PiXii Malone, fashion agony aunt Justine Hull and
urban reporter Kelle-Leigh Lewisham.
Think retro Clothes Show... with a bit of This Morning, Loose Women and
The One Show thrown in.

Clowns Against Humanity

Life, Death and Mambo

The story of 3 clowns. 3 clowns dedicated to their art of making people
laugh. Three clowns that want to be the best, the funniest, the smartest
clowns around. But, unfortunately, they’re anything but. After years of
failure, they come to the conclusion that their dreams are unattainable
without some help, some guidance, some actual talent...

Prospero Acronym: Fencesitter

Star of The Art Of Drag, Prospero Acronym is magician on a mission:
to make sense & nonsense of sexuality. Never seen a Drag Wizard get
knotted in rope trying to untangle attraction or pull someone’s gender
identity out of a jar of marmite? Then this show will teach you a valuable
lesson!*
”Hilarious & Surprisingly Educational!”
*lesson may vary

Marcus Dean: Foreigner

99% of people who live in China are Chinese, it’s a figure so high it
would make Nigel Farage cum blood. This is the tale of the 1%, not
the rich, abhorrent 1% who everyone hates, but rather an Englishman
living abroad in China. That 1%. Hear the jams, japes, and downright
embarrassing stories of a whiteboi living in China with way too much
detail.

Steve Vertigo

Murmuration: Word on the Tweet

In a confused and data-drenched world, how can we see the truth of
anything and hold on to what’s important? A daft but sharp romp through
quantum theory, alternate realities, future humans, science-ing, big data,
AI, love and a murmuration.

Threshold

Some of the most complex love stories are between friends. When
Belinda’s engagement sees her reunited with Alice, it feels like no time
has passed. But as well-wishing gives way to long-buried disagreements
and unanswered questions, Belinda’s future seems less and less rosy. A
comedy about codependency, disappointment and letting go of the past.

17-19 August 8.30pm

£8.00 (concs £5.00)
comedy

Etcetera Theatre
18 August 12.30pm & 2.30pm

£6.00 (concs £5.00)
theatre

The Phoenix Artist Club
18 August 4pm
19 August 6pm

£8.00
comedy

The Bill Murray
18 August 5.30pm

£5.00
comedy

The Phoenix Artist Club
18 August 6pm

£7.00 (concs £5.00)
comedy

Hen and Chickens
18-21 August 6pm

£8.00
theatre

The Camden Fringe 2019
Camden Comedy Club

The Reduced Literature Degree

With rising tuition fees and the value of higher education being called into
question, Shirley Halse has condensed three serious years of an English
BA down into a funnier, and more efficient, one hour show. The course
features ridiculous Old English, bawdy Chaucer, needy Sidney, catty
Dryden, moody Larkin and more. No essays required.

Joe Hart: New Game

£10.00 (concs £8.00)
comedy

The Albany

A new interactive video game show from Joe Hart. Play video games
together as an audience controlled by your cheering, your clapping and
your phones!
“Hart is warm, quirky and makes geeking-out cool.” Three Weeks
“Comedy Gold” The Scotsman

18-19 August 7.45pm

£7.50 (concs £5.00)
comedy

Camden Comedy Club

Benji Waterstones

A-Z Mental Health Atlas

Can’t tell a psychiatrist from a psychic or a chainsaw-wielding-killer from
someone with schizophrenia? People will gladly direct you from A to B,
but navigating the human psyche, you may go down a cul-de-sac. Dr
Benji maps the psychiatric landscape and busts some myths along the
way. Because our minds don’t come with a satnav.
“Hilarious” Buzzfeed

Adventures of a Trip Advisor Seaside Guest
House Keeper

A comedy with a dark twist. Barbara aspires to a Trip Advisor Super
host status at “Quinta das Barbara’s”. She goes beyond the call of B&B
requirements to keep her guests satisfied.
Has the pressure overstretched her vivid imagination are celebrities
hammering at her door for her hospitality. Do guests ever leave? A dream
holiday or a living hell!

18-19 August 8pm

£5.00
comedy

The Water Rats
18 August 9pm

£5.00
comedy

Hen and Chickens

Northern Highlights

Marathon For You

Jen and her friends navigate a minefield of bad decisions and recycling
bins full of wine bottles. When tragedy strikes they struggle, betrayals
are committed and motivation comes to ‘lazy millenial’ Jen in the form of
running shoes and a killer playlist. Marathon For You is a love letter to
Northern lasses and their steely determination when times get tough.

Puttana

18-19 August 6.30pm

18-20 August 9pm

£10.00
theatre

Etcetera Theatre

Puttana is a brave, intimate and raw monologue play about self-love,
sex addiction and taboos concerning sex in the modern society. It also
reflects on ageing as a gay person.
Why is it so difficult to love yourself? How many partners have you had?
The show might contain some or full nudity and strong language.

19 August 2.30pm
20 August 4.30pm

£10.00 (concs £8.00)
theatre
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The Camden Fringe 2019

All or Nothing Repertory Theatre Company

Rendered Retina

A bold new adaptation of three of Shakespeare-most
blood soaked plays. Exploring mental illness, toxic
masculinity and the events that led to Richard III
becoming literature’s most infamous villain. Take an
in-depth look at the little known aspects of the War of
The Roses Saga, the original Game of Thrones!
“I am determined to prove a villain” Richard tells us
in his first monologue, we find out why by witnessing
his relationship with his Father, brothers and mother,
his need to prove himself to his family and the world.
The Lancasters and the Plantagenets battle it out to
sit on the thrown with only a suspicion of the true evil
growing in their midst.
All or Nothing Rep adapts classic theatre through the
lens of modern social issues. After their incredibly
successful inaugural run during the Pride Festival
2018, presenting an LGBTQ version of Measure for
Measure, The Importance of Being Earnest and As
Is the team returns with this fantastic deep dive into
Richard III’s psyche.

Multi-award winning theatre company Rendered
Retina bring you Form, a non-verbal, physical and
highly comedic journey of escape, with 20,000 paper
balls that’s “Pure clowning gold” (The Scotsman)!
Follow 3 office workers as they go about their daily
routine until a simple mistake causes one worker to
daydream his way to wonderful worlds that invade
the space and whisk you away on a stunning visual
voyage. See the office transformed into a doctors
surgery, a beach, a pirate ship, a jail and more! Expect
to laugh and be moved by a combination of physical
theatre, clowning, mime, object manipulation and
original music.
Form is coming into the heart of London, home of the
rat race, where our work lives are increasingly taking
over our whole lives. We guarantee that after this
show, you’ll never look at work (or indeed paper) the
same way.
Best Show - Paris Fringe 2018
Winner of the Les Enfants Terribles Award 2017
“Exactly what a great Fringe show should be”
The Reviews Hub

My Other Self; The Evolution of
Shakespeare’s Richard III

The Cockpit
19-23 August 7pm

£15.00 (concs £12.00)
theatre

Y-Axis Theatre

Belamour

Etcetera Theatre
19-25 August 12.30pm

£10.00

“How fast can a mermaid run?”
(concs £8.00)
Belamour is a new comi-tragic one man
theatre
show about a man discovering that he has
Multiple Sclerosis. But it is much more
than that...
Based on a true story, it explores the conflict created between
Belamour’s loyalty for his family and his love for an outsider.
This explosive new multilingual show unfolds like a piece of urban
poetry, uncompromising, funny, telling a story that celebrates the
human spirit.
Written and performed by French-Algerian actor, Ewens Abid, and
directed by Greek Director, Zois Pigadas, (director of Moormaid Top
Ten Off-West End Production of 2018 by the Theatre Weekly), this
is a non-for profit production that aims to tell a powerful story, raise
awareness and support MS Society UK.

F$%k Magical Michael

This is a piece of new writing and a debut from Stevie Raine. Performed
by two North Eastern lads Lewis Cope and Stevie Raine. Set in the back
drop of Hartlepool in a dingy working mens club over two nights. Two
strippers, D and Terry, born decades apart, try to find some common
ground between their differences and baggage after a bad first show.
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RADA - Studio Theatre
19-21, 23 August 4pm

£7.00 (concs £5.00)
theatre

Form

Camden People’s Theatre
19-21 August 7.15pm

£10.00 (concs £8.00)
theatre

A Country Way of Life

The Taproom

Jonny Brick is an evangelist for country music and writes his own songs
inspired by country tropes and icons from Willie Nelson to Luke Bryan,
from Loretta Lynn to Kacey Musgraves.
In this hour of all things country, hear factoids, mashups and songs you
didn’t know were country.

Bananas are a Funny Shape

£6.00 (concs £5.00)
music

2 Northdown

2 Girls on different paths, they are young, fun and full of...
When different experiences brings them closer than they think. They
battle through the pressures of the fake world of social media, and begin
to be their own worst enemy through comparing of others. They start to
find their own journey through it all and learn beauty lies within.

19 August 7.30pm

£7.50 (concs £5.50)
theatre

The Water Rats

The Bosun’s Delight

The Poseidon Conjecture

19-22 August 7pm

London based sketch group The Bosun’s Delight bring you a selection
of colourful and odd yet strangely familiar characters all heading towards
disaster on a low budget cruise ship. So beware of sea monsters,
epidemics and yoga at the Captains Table as the good ship Poseidon
turns turtle on the way to it’s doom

19-21 August 7.30pm

£8.00 (concs £6.00)
comedy
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Death Suits You
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Slackline Productions

Theatro Technis

The Werewolf of Washington
Heights

19-25 August 8pm

“Dark and compelling” Herald Sun
“Despite the necessary gloom and doom
(concs £10.00)
theme of the show…Hooper ensures that
cabaret
the audience is never left despondent.
The show is littered with clever and witty
laughs…” Theatre Press
We all feel underappreciated at work.
Death is no exception.
Death (personified) puts a lot of work into the way we die, and never
gets the credit he deserves. Across an hour, Death takes us through
the artistry involved in ensuring that each and every one of us meets
our maker. This musical black-comedy shows the lighter side of the
inevitable.
Death Suits You features an original book, lyrics and score by Sam
Hooper (Cats) and Robert Tripolino (Jesus Christ Superstar). Directed
by Gabrielle Scawthorn (The Apologists).

£12.00

Penny Drops Collective

Everything Today is the Same

A dark political comedy that hooks audiences into a world where women
are trapped in mysterious buildings. These three women, though, start to
have memories. There must be another place, but they cannot agree on
how to get there. In a multimedia performance of comedy, music, film and
dance, this play finds a new world beyond the stage.

FK Co-lab

The Cardboard Kitchen Project

Jennie recently moved to London, inheriting a strange cardboard kitchen
from distant relatives. She uses it as an opportunity to learn more about
her family, until she encounters an unwanted stain she can’t quite get
off the walls.
Packed with secret ingredients, this cross-cultural one-woman play is a
first by Singapore company FK Co-Lab.

FangTooth Theatre

Mooncalf

“If you don’t know already I’m the baddest around,
I’m a f***ing legend on the wrong side of town.
Good, in’t it.
That’s a song I wrote.”
It’s after school hours. Moonie; a modern day latch-key kid, living in a
remote northern seaside town, arrives home to an empty house and
approximately zero jam tarts. Somethings are so unfair, ‘ent they?

Ted Hill: All The Presidents Man

Comedian & silly boy Ted Hill’s debut stand-up show is about every
single U.S. President. Ted expresses himself the only way he knows
how: through ridiculous jokes & his frankly daft fondness for American
commanders in chief. Absolutely no prior knowledge of U.S. history is
required for this comedic juggernaut of high-energy, multimedia mischief.
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The Chapel Playhouse
19-21 August 8pm

£10.00
theatre

The Cockpit
19-23 August 9pm

£15.00 (concs £12.00)
theatre

The Lion and Unicorn
19-20 August 8.30pm

£12.00 (concs £10.00)
theatre

Camden People’s Theatre
19-21 August 9pm

£10.00 (concs £8.00)
theatre

Canal Cafe Theatre
19-21 August 9.30pm

£10.00 (concs £8.00)
comedy

The Camden Fringe 2019
Oh Selene… / Men and their towers / own the Earth
but borrow the sky. / Their very existence
a courtesy / of you.
Two blocks west there are hipsters wearing man-buns
and babies. And two blocks east there are dog fights
and drug busts. This is the line. This is the cusp. It’s
urban America.
The Werewolf of Washington Heights is a New York
City-based tale, taking place in the not-so-distant
future. In turns a family drama, a political statement
and a surrealistic movement piece exploring the story
of the Wild Woman archetype, Wolf tells of a teenager
gone missing and a family gone mad.
Following its off-Broadway premiere, Slackline
Productions brings The Werewolf of Washington
Heights to London for its international debut. Wolf
explores the universal themes of war, immigration,
deportation, racism, misogyny, terrorism, civil rights,
and civil disobedience that we, as an international
audience, can’t help but relate to... and find
frighteningly familiar. #wildwomenunite #thetimeisnow

James Harris

The Palace of Earthly
Delights

Camden Comedy Club
19-20 August 9.30pm

£7.00 (concs £5.00)

comedy
Following an onstage scandal, James
retires from stand-up comedy, only to
be offered a surprise comeback gig at a
secret London location. Accepting, he finds
himself plunged into a wild and sordid
gathering of the British political class. It’s
the toughest gig of his career and one he may not escape from with
his life.
Absurd political storytelling from Max Turner Prize finalist James
Harris (“assured stage presence” TNT Comedy), perfect for those who
like their comedy satirical, outrageous and just plain bizarre. A joke
about every political party or your money back.
“Growing in stature with every performance” Yellow Comedy

Becky Mott: I googled how to be a stand up
comedian & now this is my show

No room to explain... Just come. *Finalist 2Northdown New Act
Competition 2019* *Selected for Funny Women Awards Heat 2019*
“Subversive, clever, inventive and original - a kooky style which left me
wanting more” Whistledown. “A refreshing voice and imagination” Radio
Wolfgang. “Really brave and unique. It’s attention grabbing” Elise Cobain,
Radio 1

2 Northdown
20-22 August 7.30pm

£5.00
comedy

camdenfringe.com
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Forristal and Clarke

Oddball

Upstairs at the
Gatehouse
20-24 August 7pm

All Oddball has to do is behave like a
normal person on a date. Easy. It’s in a
(concs £10.00)
restaurant though. Restaurants have food.
And other people. Food and people. She
comedy
might pull her skin off with pliers. That’s
normal, right?
Musical Comedy Awards Finalist,
Francesca Forristal “uses humour as a feminist weapon” (The Sunday
Times) in this disarmingly candid exploration of the messier elements
of eating disorders and NHS inpatient care. A one-woman show using
sound-design, silliness, and zero respect for the 4th wall, Oddball
emerged from Forristal’s experience with anorexia.
All Oddball has to do is deconstruct every toxic preconception society
has on eating disorders - in 60 mins. Piece of cake… Wait.
“Brilliantly funny” ★★★★★ London Theatre

£12.00

Diane Spencer: Work-In-Progress (Show 9)

Diane Spencer is a master storyteller; with her charming demeanor she
does adult humour at its most classy. A resident MC at Comedy Loft, with
over 1.5M views on YouTube, she is a rapidly rising online sensation and
circuit favourite.
“Expertly written set… with consistent loud laughs” Notts Comedy Review
Watch on YouTube now!

Matthew Stevens

One Man 12 Angry Men

In 2018, Matt was called up for jury service. This is the true story of his
time in court, except, for legal reasons, every single detail has been
changed and replaced with jokes. The result is a sweat-drenched, oneman courtroom drama sketch comedy fantasia. A debut solo hour from
1/2 of sketch duo Thünderbards.
“Hugely Entertaining” Daily Mail

To be creative

Truth After Murder

Year 2099. The Fourth World War left devastation. The communications
have been cut long ago, locating the story in a time-space bubble.
After a long exile, Orestes comes back for truth.
Fresh, dark, energetic, and deep but well paced, our play will originate
questions about death, murder, moral, society and truth that will leave no
one indifferent.

Broken Word Productions & SE Theatre Company

A Tale of Two Chekhov’s

Two of Chekhov’s finest, sharpest and most poignant comedies back to
back, with Broken Word Productions’ and the SE Theatre Company’s
first collaboration A Tale of Two Chekhov’s. Become embroiled with
these family disputes that border on the bizarre, and political and social
commentary that has bite to this day!
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Camden Comedy Club
20-21 August 8pm

£6.00 (concs £5.00)
comedy

Etcetera Theatre
20-21 August 8.30pm

£6.00 (concs £5.00)
comedy

Etcetera Theatre
21-25 August 2.30pm

£10.00 (concs £8.00)
theatre

Etcetera Theatre
21-25 August 4.30pm

£10.00
theatre

29th July - 25th August

The Camden Fringe 2019

Victorious

The Phoenix Artist Club

A joyful and poignant musical tribute to the late, great Victoria Wood performed and devised by Hannah Brackenbury. Winner of the Broadway
Baby Bobby Award - Brighton Fringe 2018.
“A project born out of love and joy which moves you to tears and to
laughter with a racy suburban rhyme and a tender touch” Latest Brighton

21 August 7pm
25 August 6pm

£10.00 (concs £8.00)
comedy

The Colour Violet

Etcetera Theatre

A mix between Bob Dylan, Frida Kahlo and Virginia Woolf. That’s what
Violeta Parra’s personality was. The Colour Violet is a monologue
inspired by one of the greatest Latin American songwriters of all time. It’s
a journey, the journey of an extremely talented woman who is ahead of
her time and struggles with the demons of her bipolar disorder.

£12.00 (concs £10.00)
theatre

The Lion and Unicorn

Bitter Theatre Company

CAMP

Do you have what it takes to get your GAY-CARD? With better discounts
than NUS it belongs in every Gucci handbag. Join Felix, Becky, and Mary
as they attempt to learn what we were never taught; same-sex-sex-ed,
voguing & queer history. Have a kiki with our questioning threesome (not
like that!) & say a big f*ck you to conversion camps. #CAMPThePlay

21-22, 24 August 7pm

£8.00 (concs £5.00)
theatre

The Lion and Unicorn

GayInnocentHeartless Theatrics

The King in Yellow

Welcome all to the opening of America’s first Lethal Chamber, as we bear
witness to a group of young bohemians who fall under the influence of
a sinister play. Called The King in Yellow, it is said the second act drives
the reader to madness... but a little light reading never hurt anyone.
Based on the Victorian horror anthology by R.W. Chambers.

Vulcanello Productions

Space Age Love Songs: A Queer Love Story

It’s no fun being a Mandroid when your dream is to be a diva. And it’s
no fun being a goth, or queer, in an American high school in 1984.
But Daniel wants to be a drag queen, while Cami imagines a futuristic
dystopia where they both can be free. Together, they will fight the
darkness. A new wave coming of age story with a thumping disco heart.

21-22 August 8.30pm
25 August 7pm

£12.00 (concs £10.00)
theatre

Hen and Chickens
21-25 August 9pm

£15.00 (concs £13.00)
theatre

The Bill Murray

PBJ Management

Lloyd Langford: New Things (A Work in
Progress)

21-23 August 6.30pm

21, 25 August 9.30pm

A brand new show from one of the biggest faces in comedy. As heard
on The Unbelievable Truth (BBC Radio 4) and as seen on Celebrity
Mastermind (BBC1) and QI (BBC Two).
“Absolutely top-class standalone jokes” The Guardian

£5.00
comedy

camdenfringe.com
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The Camden Fringe 2019
Aslant Theatre Company

Camden People’s
Theatre

Muse

“The urge to destroy is also a creative urge”
- Mikhail Bakunin.
Muse is a new play based on the life of
surrealist photographer Dora Maar and
(concs £10.00)
her relationship with Pablo Picasso. As
theatre
the enigmatic muse behind Picasso’s
‘Weeping Woman’, she appears always
fragmented, not quite there, forever refracted and distorted through
his gaze. Taking place during WWII, the play explores the inherent
violence of the relationship between artist and muse. The god takes
from the blind worshipper just like the artist takes from the muse.
Muse takes us on a surreal journey through time, colors, tears, blood,
and fragments, asking what is the price to pay for a place in the long
halls of art history?
Written and directed by Antonia Georgieva

22-24 August 7.15pm
25 August 5.30pm

£12.00

Antigoni Spanou

Camden People’s
Theatre

Ophelia Rewound

22-24 August 9pm
25 August 7.15pm

A journey that starts at its end. A woman
who is not used to having guests. A broken
clock dressed in blood. And suddenly
there’s only two minutes left; two minutes
(concs £10.00)
to retrace our steps, two minutes to play a
theatre
game, two minutes to mend our hearts and
say goodbye.
Exploring the person underneath the myth, Ophelia Rewound is an
interactive, autobiographical performance which weaves intricate
projection mapping, the story of Ophelia and Antigoni’s lived
experience through depression to examine the stereotypes that sit
around women and mental health. Through a series of intimate and
thought-provoking interactions the audience are given the opportunity
to become part of the narrative and share a moment of collective
transformation.

£12.00

Doye Mosse Productions

Separate Ways

London, 2019. Life is tough. Earning a living is REALLY tough.
Emily’s a trainee teacher and works in a bar. Her boyfriend is a dud. She wants to play in a band.
Beth is an amazing - but mostly unemployed - actor and singer. She just needs a new direction.
Freddie’s an optimist - he thinks everything is going to turn out just fine. But will it?
Emily, Beth and Freddie become friends - become lovers. The three of them are gigging and working,
struggling to meet their bills.

The Albiston Line Theatre Company

Emily’s training reaches a crisis. Beth’s life changes for ever. Freddie feels stuck on the outside, looking in…

A Slice Of Eel Pie is a dark and hilarious
new play from writer Lesley Ann Albiston.
theatre
Spanning several decades and with a killer
soundtrack, its principal characters are
lovable but violent grotesques embodying
the human consequences of the
permissive sixties and their iconic London
hippy epicentre, Eel Pie Island. An absurdist revenge tragicomedy
exploring identity, freedom, art, gender and murder, all against the
tense backdrop of contemporary London, with its own savagely poetic
language for a diverse cast to relish.
Lesley Ann Albiston has written extensively for theatre, TV and radio,
including musical Seats In All Parts.
“This is Dennis Potter style. Could become a fringe cult” London
Evening Standard

First performed in 2016 at festivals and in the West End, Separate Ways is a brilliant cabaret musical for
three exceptional actor-singers. Written by celebrated musical theatre partnership John Gleadall (music)
and Greg Mosse (words), Separate Ways will remind you of the great jazz-swing musicals of the 1950s - and
leave you uplifted and singing.

Theatro Technis
21 August 9pm		
23-24 August 9pm
£5.00			£10.00 (concs £8.00)
theatre
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A Slice Of Eel Pie

Hen and Chickens
22-25 August 7.30pm

£8.00
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Suck Seed

The Chapel Playhouse
22 August 8.30pm

Porn sells better than princesses… is
a lesson Gaelle learnt when she was a
(concs £5.00)
teenager. Her dad’s a pornographer. He’s
comedy
great at selling porn but even better at
spending money and accumulating debts.
Her mum’s unhappy in her marriage and
asks for a divorce. Gaelle decides that
she’s going to do better than both her
parents. Did she?
It must be wonderful to be a crow… You start thinking stuff like this
when you have heartache. But this year Jo’s conquered all that,
right? We are told to be the best version of ourselves, but is there a
Jo already holding that position in a parallel universe somewhere? A
light-hearted look at metaphysical thinking to cope with reality as we
know it.

comeback

£7.00

PBJ Management

Sean McLoughlin

Sean McLoughlin performs a new hour of comedy fresh from an
appearance on After Life and opening for Ricky Gervais on his 2019 tour.
“A hugely accomplished hour of stand-up” Time Out
“His intellectual and comedic brilliance has the audience rapt”
★★★★★ Chortle
“An impassionaed and uniquely brilliant talent” ★★★★ The List

Carly Jurman

Unlovable

A one-woman clown show following bright-eyed, open-hearted 1950s
bachelorette Judith and her journey to become the most lovable girl in
town. 1950’s musical hits, some good old fashioned advice and a whole
lot of mess make for “fits of laughter” in this “beautifully vulnerable” show.
“Both heartwarming and bonkers at the same time” ★★★★ Reviews Hub

Fringe Classical

Comic Quartets

22-24 August 8pm
comedy

comeba.co.uk

Etcetera Theatre
22-25 August 8.30pm

£10.00 (concs £8.00)
theatre

2 Northdown
22 August 9pm

£12.00 (concs £10.00)

Red Jay Theatre

Hen and Chickens

“Seems like everybody’s getting married/having babies/getting promoted/
moving elsewhere.”
No Limits is a brand-new musical theatre song cycle by Sam Thomas.
From confessing your dreams of becoming a rock star to catfish-ing your
neighbour, the show explores the stories of 20 somethings discovering
how to tackle life and become an adult.

camdenfringe.com

sex, drugs, rock‘n’roll...
...and the afterlife

£6.00

Fringe Classical brings its first show to the Camden Fringe with a
programme full of works by serious composers that were written as
a joke: laughs absolutely not guaranteed. We present great music in
an informal atmosphere, introduced from the stage with time to relax
between pieces. Because comedy is funnier when the joke needs
explaining.

No Limits - A Song Cycle
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music

23 August 4.30pm
24-25 August 6pm
25 August 3pm

£12.00 (concs £10.00)
theatre

TAKE PART NEXT YEAR!
A6flyer2017.indd 1

Have you got a performance in you bursting to get
out? The 2020 Camden Fringe could be
just the place to unleash it on the
world.
We do our best to make it easy
and accessible for anyone to put
on a show. All you need is the
idea, some common sense and a
bit of money (a bit of a taboo in creative circles, but
brochures, websites and venues don’t come for free).

Applications for next year will open on the 1st of
January 2020.

06/06/2
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Comedy Club
Amadeus Martin: Retro Fit Camden
24-25 August 6.30pm
When folks talk about ‘the good old days’
we know it’s all gobbledegook! Amadeus
(concs £5.00)
ventures back in time to review & repair
comedy
what were not the good old days, just times
of sugar coated badness, comparing it to
the well-deserved universe of present-day PC madness.
With his ferocious dark humour Award winning comedian Amadeus
Martin goes retro. Expect tales of funerals arrangements, mass
destruction of relationships, why the music scene is dead, Jiu-jitsu,
Blackpool rock and more.
Amadeus may occasionally be obscene, so if you’re easily offended,
be sure to come along.
“Assured, adept, adding edge” Fringe Reviews
“Self-deprecating, one of my personal favourites” Buxton Review
Time Out Critic’s Choice
Comedy Pick Evening Standard & GQ

£6.00

Oop-La! Theatre

Encore, Encore!

Encore, Encore! combines the rich performance traditions of drag and
clowning into an irresistibly fun (and surprisingly touching) mashup of
glamour, laughter, and mayhem. Told almost entirely through lip-synch
and satire, Encore, Encore! Devised from film, music, television, and
more: it is pop culture, revisited.

Benchmark Theatre Company

Between the Walls

A new devised play
Four flats, three visitors, two police calls and one cat
Four different stories combined into one play, a dark comedy about
neighbours and what really goes on behind closed doors
Benchmark Theatre work in partnership with YMCA St Paul’s Group

29th July - 25th August

The Camden Fringe 2019
Hen and Chickens

Backenders

Working Class Progress with Backenders

Two women from working class backgrounds support Backenders, an
Eastenders comedy parody. As seen on UKTV Dave channel. Clare
Harrison McCartney talks about growing up in Harlow, Essex. Sara
Louise Aston is a whimsical musical comic. They are joined by guest C.J
Hooper in Walford for a right palaver. This comedy show will tickle your
soap buds.

The Class

The story of an audacious carer in a residential care home. With an
inspection looming, Gem is caught in the eye of the storm, battling
against her mischievous clients, ridiculous management and mounds of
paperwork. Absolute nightmare.

Puttana

Puttana is a brave, intimate and raw monologue play about self-love,
sex addiction and taboos concerning sex in the modern society. It also
reflects on ageing as a gay person.
Why is it so difficult to love yourself? How many partners have you had?
The show might contain some or full nudity and strong language.

camdenfringe.com

comedy

24-25 August 6.30pm

£12.00 (concs £10.00)
theatre

Canal Cafe Theatre
23-24 August 5pm

£10.00
theatre

The Lion and Unicorn
23 August 7pm

A Tingle In The Plumbing Four Stories of Love & Work

The Free Association’s
Comedy Room

New writing by Asher Dresner. If you like Hamilton, Alan Bennett’s
monologues, or the performance poetry of Kate Tempest or Luke Wright,
you still might want to avoid some of the nasty on show in these four
monologues. Expect rhythm and rhyme, heart and bile.

24-25 August 7pm

£7.00
theatre

£9.00 (concs £7.00)
theatre

The Lion and Unicorn
23-24 August 8.30pm

£8.00 (concs £6.00)
theatre

Hen and Chickens
24 August 3pm
25 August 4.30pm

£10.00 (concs £8.00)
theatre
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£8.00

Etcetera Theatre

Eagle’s acting students look up to her. Some might even say they
worship her. And if they don’t always understand her methods, she knows
best, right?
In an all-female production, Melanie Barcelo presents an unnervingly
realistic and darkly comic exploration of the complexities inherent in
navigating abuses of power in her bold debut as playwright.

Fit for Work
The Art of Caring

24 August 4.30pm

The Chapel Playhouse

Terry’s worked all his life.
Now he’s applying for benefits.
One hour.
One decision.
Is he fit for work?
Show Image Credit: Wellcome Collection

Girls With Jokes

24-25 August 8pm

£8.00 (concs £6.00)
theatre

Camden Comedy Club

Attention: Girls With Jugs! Oh, sorry, jokes. Girls With Jokes. And a
mic. And some secret stuff that we can’t say but is absolutely real and
fabulous. Four of London’s hottest female stand-up talents join forces for
a night of (not too) long, loving, consensual comedy.
Featuring:
SARAH TATTERSALL
KAT RONSON
KATERINA ROBINSON
VICTORIA GAROFALIDES

24-25 August 9.30pm

£6.00
comedy

camdenfringe.com
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The Albany

The Lion & Unicorn Theatre

The Camden Fringe 2019

2 Northdown

Aces & Eights (over 18s only)

2northdown.com

acesandeightssaloonbar.com

thealbanyw1w.co.uk

lionandunicorntheatre.com

londonirishcentre.org

G King’s Cross

G Tufnell Park

G Great Portland Street,
Warren Street, Regent’s Park

G Kentish Town, Kentish Town West,
Camden Road

G Camden Road, Camden Town

2 Northdown Street
London N1 9BG

 10, 17, 30, 45, 46, 63, 73, 214

Archway Methodist Church
Navigator Square
London N19 3TD
G Archway

 4, 17, 41, 43, 134, 143, 210,
263, 271, C11, W5

156-158 Fortess Road
London NW5 2HP

 4, 134, 390

The Bill Murray

39 Queen’s Head St
London N1 8NQ

240 Great Portland Street
London W1W 5QU

 24, 27, 29, 30, 73, 134

Camden Comedy Club

42-44 Gaisford Street
London NW5 2ED

 C2, 134, 214, 393, 390, 253,

The London Irish Centre

50-52 Camden Square
London NW1 9XB

 29, 253, 274

29, 274

The Monkey House

Moors Bar Theatre

3 Adelaide Street
Covent Garden
London WC2N 4HZ
meeting point for guided walk
G Covent Garden, Charing Cross

 9, 13, 15, 23, 139, 153, RV1

Phoenix Artist Club

upstairs at The Camden Head

angelcomedy.co.uk/bill-murray/

100 Camden High Street
London NW1 0LU

97-101 Seven Sisters Road
London N7 7QP
fourthmonkey.co.uk

moorsbar.com

phoenixartistclub.com

G Angel, Essex Road

camdencomedyclub.com

G Finsbury Park, Holloway Road

G Finsbury Park, Crouch Hill

G Tottenham Court Rd, Leicester Sq

 38, 56, 73, 341, 476

G Camden Town, Mornington Crescent

 24, 27, 29, 31, 88, 134, 168,

 4, 29, 91, 153, 253, 254, 259

57 Park Road
London N8 8SY

Oscar Wilde Statue

 W7, W3

1 Phoenix Street
London WC2H 8BU

1, 7, 8, 10, 14, 19, 24, 25, 29,
38, 55, 73, 98, 134, 176

214, 253, 274, C2

Camden People’s Theatre

58-60 Hampstead Road
London NW1 2PY
cptheatre.co.uk

Delamere Terrace
London W2 6ND

corner Drummond St & Hampstead Rd

canalcafetheatre.com

G Warren St, Euston Sq, Euston

G Warwick Avenue, Royal Oak

 24, 27, 29, 30, 73, 134

The Chapel Playhouse

308-312 Grays Inn Road
London WC1X 8DP

 6, 18, 46, 187

The Cockpit

Gateforth Street
London NW8 8EH

Cecil Sharp House

2 Regents Park Road
London NW1 7AY

RADA Studio Theatre

16 Chenies Street
London WC1E 7EX

The Taproom

163 Upper Street
London N1 1US

Theatro Technis

26 Crowndale Road
London N1 1TT

cecilsharphouse.org

rada.ac.uk

thetaprooms.co.uk

theatrotechnis.com

G Camden Town

G Goodge St, Euston Sq,
Tottenham Ct Rd

G Angel, Highbury & Islington

G Mornington Crescent

1, 7, 8, 10, 14, 19, 24, 25, 29,

 4, 19, 30, 43, 277

214, 253, 274

Dingwalls

Tristan Bates Theatre

Upstairs at the Gatehouse
Highgate Village
London N6 4BD

328 Grays Inn Road
London WC1X 8BZ

 24, 27, 29, 31,88, 134, 168,
11 Middle Yard
London NW1 8AF

38, 55, 73, 98, 134, 176

1a Tower Street
London WC2H 9NP

24, 27, 29, 46, 88, 168, 214,
253, C2

The Water Rats

chapelplayhouse.co.uk

thecockpit.org.uk

dingwalls.com

tristanbatestheatre.co.uk

upstairsatthegatehouse.com

thewaterratsvenue.london

G Kings Cross St Pancras

off Church St, off Lisson Grove

G Camden Town

G Leicester Square, Covent Garden

G Highgate (10 mins walk)

G King’s Cross

 17, 45, 46, 63, 259

G Edgware Road, Marylebone

Etcetera Theatre

Free Association’s Comedy Room

above the Oxford Arms

 139, 189

 24, 27, 29, 31, 88, 134, 168,
214, 253, 274, C2

Hen & Chickens

265 Camden High Street
London NW1 7BU

Above The Lord Stanley

51 Camden Park Road
London NW1 9BH

109 St Pauls Road
London N1 2NA

etceteratheatre.com

thefreeassociation.co.uk

G Highbury & Islington

G Camden Town

G Camden Rd, Caledonian Rd

 24, 27, 29, 31, 88, 134, 168,
214, 253, 274, C2
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Canal Cafe Theatre

above Bridge House Pub

camdenfringe.com

 253, 254, 390, 393

 14, 19, 24, 29, 38, 176

 143, 210, 214, 271

 10, 17, 30, 45, 46, 63, 73, 214
wheelchair access
hearing loop

henandchickens.com

 4, 19, 30, 43, 277
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HOW TO BOOK TICKETS
Buy Online:		

camdenfringe.com		

(recommended)

Tickets for all shows are sold through our website. A booking fee is applied.
Advance ticket purchases are non-exchangable and non-refundable, unless
the show is cancelled.

In Person:
If the show isn’t sold out, you can buy tickets in cash at the venue from
30 minutes before the show.

From Venue:
A number of the venues will sell tickets through their own box offices. See
pages 70 and 71 for venue details.
All shows start promptly at the times listed in this brochure. For up to date
information on performances, running times and extra shows please check
our website.

@camdenfringe

facebook.com/camdenfringe

@thecamdenfringe

youtube.com/camdenfringe

brochure by catmachine.com @catmachinedes

